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even as musical tastes and technical abilities progress more and more each year, many musicians are 
yearning for the traditional sounds of the past. as exciting as this Retro appeal is, it is even more interesting 
when paired with the innovative concepts of today. 
 
to satisfy the desire for the sounds of the past the Paiste sound Development team invested years of 
intensive research to authentically restore the vintage sound of the legendary Formula 602 series. we are 
proud to, once again, supply drummers with these extraordinary cymbals. 
 
Following our desire to create a modern-vintage sound, Paiste embarked on the creation of the twenty 
masters collection. this assemblage of exquisite and laboriously hand-manufactured ride cymbals meet the 
highest requirements of drummers seeking vintage sounds with modern quality. Dark, earthy and beautifully 
complex, the twenty masters collection is the modern sound that salutes the past.
 
while satisfying the need for vintage sounds we are always looking to the future. the all new twenty custom 
collection serves the superior demands of modern styles of music, from Pop and R&B to Rock and metal. 
these brilliant instruments are a beauty to hear and see.
 
Retro or modern, all Paiste cymbals rely on the decades of experience in cymbal making and extraordinary 
manual precision of our craftsmen to make the highest quality instruments available. all drummers, from 
ambitious amateur to high level professional, will find their voice in the Paiste family of sounds.
 
From all at Paiste, we sincerely wish you joy and success.
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bACk TO THE rOOTS … 
stiLL BRaNcHiNG oUt

In the early 70s, Paiste started a collaboration with some of the most influential  
drummers of that time. we are proud of the long lasting loyalty of British rock pioneers 
Nick mason (Pink Floyd), carl Palmer (eLP, asia) and John marshall (soft machine),  
all of whom joined our roster in 1970. 2011 marks the 40th anniversary of our cooperation 
and friendship to steve Berrios, Jethro tull co-founder clive Bunker, session great  
Ndugu chancler, swiss solo percussionist Pierre Favre, Deep Purple’s ian Paice  
and Fredy studer, who is a member of Paiste’s sound Development team. 

Although not officially joining our roster until the early 80s, alex Van Halen &  
Frank Beard have been supporting the Paiste brand since 1971. it’s also  
very important to recognize two still active artists who have been Paiste artists  
since the late 60s. Doug clifford of creedence clearwater Revival and  
Danish jazz master alex Riel. 

congratulations to all of our Paiste artists celebrating forty  
plus years with the company. the contributions you’ve  
made to music for over four decades is a staggering  
accomplishment. words can’t describe how indebted we  
are for your support and devotion to the Paiste sound.  
Thank you.

LOyAL 
FrIENDSHIP 
PAISTE HONOrS  
40 yEArS OF 
COMMITMENT

FrANk bEArD (US)
# ZZ TOP

NDUGU CHANCLEr (US)
# SESSION GrEAT

DOUG CLIFFOrD (US)
# CrEEDANCE CLEArWATEr rEvIvAL

STEvE bErrIOS (US)
# jAZZ MASTEr

ALEx vAN HALEN (US)
# vAN HALEN

CLIvE bUNkEr (Uk)
# jETHrO TULL CO-FOUNDEr

jOHN MArSHALL (Uk)
# SOFT MACHINE

NICk MASON (Uk) 
# PINk FLOyD

PIErrE FAvrE (CH)
# SOLO PErCUSSIONIST

CArL PALMEr (Uk)
# ELP, ASIA, CArL PALMEr bAND

ALEx rIEL (Dk)
# jAZZ MASTEr

IAN PAICE (Uk)
# DEEP PUrPLE

FrEDy STUDEr (CH)
# PHALL FATALE
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MeMphis DruM shop’s 
2010 CyMbAL suMMit
tHe cymbal event of the year took 
place at the memphis Drum shop.  
the 2010 cymbal summit. 

Never before had the major cymbal companies gathered together in 
one place to tell their respective stories and present their instruments 
in such concentrated focus. with full support from Paiste switzerland, 
the Paiste story was presented in splendid fashion with participation 
from top artists including Nicko mcBrain, Ndugu chancler and Ron tutt. 
Paiste Percussion specialist, ed clift kicked-off the watershed event with 
an array of vintage cymbals and production artifacts that conveyed a powerful historical retrospective of 
Paiste’s legacy. Nicko mcBrain joined ed on stage and treated attendees to a rare glimpse into the inner-
workings of Paiste’s sound development process. a panel-discussion with Ron, Nicko and Ndugu was also 
one for the record books. the combined discographies and stage appearances represented by these three 
Paiste artists are of the highest order, and the cumulative influence they’ve brought to Paiste over the years 
is hard to estimate. 

Ndugu took the stage that evening, where he seemed to distill decades of experience playing seminal music 
on Paiste cymbals into a singular performance. No one who witnessed the proceedings will ever forget the 
intensity of that moment.

memphis Drum shop’s Jim and Nancy Pettit hosted the visionary 2010 cymbal summit with characteristic 
elegance and class – Paiste wishes to extend our heartfelt gratitude for making such a historic and 
memorable event possible.

Paiste  art ist & Cymbal news

2011 wiNteR Namm aRtist 
Get-toGetHeR
Erik & Kelly Paiste hosted the legendary Paiste artist get-together at the 2011 
Winter NAMM Show. Paiste artists from around the globe spent the evening with 
the Paiste family and company staff to re-hash old friendships. Pictured from left 
to right: Jimmy Paxson, Rich Mangicaro, Ed Clift (Paiste), John Robinson, Erik 
Paiste, Paul Stanley McKenzie, Will Weeks, Bobby Rondinelli, Kelly Paiste,  
C.G. Ryche, Christian Wenzel (Paiste)

2010 MUSIkMESSE Artist Get-toGether
Pictured from left to right: Philipp Schadebrodt, Felix Keith, Jörg Kohlmorgen (Paiste), Paul Kaiser, Gunnar Ritter, 
Jakob Sinn, Stephen Van Haestregt, Kelly Paiste, Dave Lombardo, Stefan Arnold (with son), Roger Staffelbach 
(Paiste), Johnny Dee, Dani Löble, Christian Wenzel (Paiste)

FOrMULA 602 wins
«GottA stock it» AwArD
the return of the legendary Formula 
602 caught the attention of renowned 
drummers, cymbal collectors, the  
press, and Namm University. 
Formula 602 received honors in the «Gotta stock it»  
category at Namm’s Best in show. this highly desirable  
award recognizes what instruments retailers want  
to stock right now.
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Paiste iPHoNe aPP
Plug into the world of Paiste  
cymbals today!

the Paiste app provides you with immediate access to the latest 
product or artist news, the hottest featured artists and their set-ups 
plus all Paiste cymbal information including sound files. In addition 
the app features a GPRs driven engine to locate the closest Paiste 
store to your location.

Features:
• News – immediately updated 

news content pulled from 
the official Paiste website

• Cymbals – intuitive interface 
for viewing all Paiste 
cymbals, listen to cymbal 
sound files, review the 
detailed sound descriptions

• Artists – review the set-ups 
of all featured Paiste artists 
(monthly updated)

• Stores – easily locate the 
closest Paiste store to your 
current location 

Paiste sPLasH THE  
1ST CyMbAL TO rEACH 
OUTEr SPACE
A certificate of authenticity was presented 
to the tragically Hip from the National 
aeronautics and space administration 
(Nasa) and the crew of atlantis.
The certificate acknowledges an 8" Paiste Signature Splash played 
on the song «Little Bones» performed by John Fay and The  
Tragically Hip were flown aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis  
on the final servicing mission to the Hubble Space Tele  - 
scope during STS-125. John’s splash travelled 
5.3 million miles in 197 orbits of the Earth dubbing it 
as the 1st cymbal in history to reach outer space.

jOHN bONHAM  
tribute concert
In May of 2010, Paiste artist Brian Tichy had an idea. Brian wanted to rent a rehearsal studio, 
build a house band that knew a boat load of Led Zeppelin songs, and then gather a bunch of 
drummers to play Zeppelin tunes all night. The original idea was merely to make a drummer’s 
party of it. 

the catch was that Brian wanted the party to take 
place on september 25th, the exact date of the 
30th anniversary of legendary rock drummer John 
Bonham’s passing.
one thing led to another and what started out as a drummer’s hang ended up fusing into one of 
2010’s most talked about shows on the sunset strip. 
Brian teamed up with a local promoter and organized «the Groove Remains the same», a tribute 
concert to the late, great John Henry Bonham. the sold-out show at Hollywood california’s Key 
club assembled die-hard Bonzo fans, drummers, and celebrities from around the world for a two 
hour performance that is still talked about almost a year later.
Brian asked some of Paiste’s top artists to participate in the festivities by playing one of their 
favorite Bonzo tunes at the show and almost all who were invited cleared their busy schedules 
to contribute to this special event. it was a very memorable night to have so many heavy weight 
drummers under one roof to celebrate the life and contribution of one of rock’s biggest drumming 
icons. thanks for keeping the spirit of John Bonham alive Brian! 

Performing Paiste artists were Brian tichy (whitesnake), Danny carey (tool) , abe Laboriel Jr. 
(Paul mccartney), Bobby Blotzer (Ratt), steven adler (adler’s appetite), Jimmy D’anda (Bullet 
Boys), and chris slade (independent).

Abe Laboriel Jr. # Paul McCartney

Brian Tichy # Whitesnake

Jimmy D'Anda # Bullet Boys

Bobby Blotzer # Ratt Danny Carey # Tool
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STEvEN ADLEr (US) 
# ADLER'S APPETITE

DAvID ANANIA (DE)
# bLUE MAN GrOUP

STEvE bALLSTADT (CAN)
# bLUE MAN GrOUP

GASTON bArEMbErG (Ar)
# FITO PAEZ

LEO MArGArIT (SE) 
# PAIN OF SALvATION

SErGIO MASCIOTrA (Ar)
# LA CArGA

GLENN MILCHEM (CAN) 
# bLUE rODEO

MIGUEL MOrALES (ES) 
# EDUCATOr

PAWEL jArOSZEWICZ (PL)
# vADEr

kETAN bHATTI (DE)
# bUSHIDO

LArS brODDESSON (SE) 
# MArDUk

jOEy bUMPUS (US)
# brANDy

jONATHAN MOvEr (US)
# INDEPENDENT

jINSUk PArk (kr)
# NAL

LOIC PONTIEUx (Fr) 
# INDEPENDENT

SErGEy PrOkOFIEv (rU)
# TArAkANy

ANTHONy bUrULCICH (US)
# THE brAvEry

jOHN CLArDy (US) 
# TErA MELOS

JIMMy D'AnDA (uS) 
# bULLET bOyS

PONTUS ENGbOrG (SE) 
# GLENN HUGHES

PETEr SCHLOSSEr (Sk)
# TUbLATANkA

WILL SCOTT (US) 
# WOLFMOTHEr

LEAH SHAPIrO (US) 
# bLACk rEbEL 
MOTOrCyCLE CLUb

bOb SIEbENbErG (US) 
# SUPErTrAMP

SkyLAr FEIGEL (US)
# yETTI

GAbE FOrD (US)
# LITTLE FEAT

MEL GAyNOr (Uk)
# SIMPLE MINDS

LOIC GErArD (Fr) 
# BEn L'onCLE SouL

jESSE SIEbENbErG (US)
# L.A. STuDIoS

jAN SIEkMANN (DE) 
# bAkkUSHAN

FrANCOIS SOULIEr (Fr) 
# INDOCHINE

jOHN SPITTLE (US) 
# TrACE ATkINS

DAvID kLASSEN (ZA) 
# INDEPENDENT

CHrIS kNIGHT (US) 
# LeANN rIMES

PIOTr kOZIErADZkI (PL)
# rIvErSIDE

ErIC LAvANSCH (Uk) 
# SEk LOSO

brIAN TICHy (US)
# WHITESNAkE

kEN TONDrE (US) 
# kEvIN FOWLEr

FLO WILLE (DE)
# FErTIG LOS

SANDEr ZOEr (NL) 
# DELAIN

NEW ArTIST SIGNINGS 
welcoMe to the pAiste fAMily
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INSIDE THE BRAIN
in the beginning of a cymbal’s development, there is the sound concept. 
the ideas often come from our endorsees that call for certain sounds 
to evolve their musical creativity. Paiste’s sound development team 
recognizes the importance of artist input yet they are also receptive to 
the needs of the average drummer. «the realization can take a couple of 
weeks or even years, depending on the sound complexity», says stefan 
odermatt, head of sound Development. Kaspar Rast is a top Paiste 
artist and key member of sound Development. Kaspar states, «During 
this process the instruments run through several internal tests.» Fredy 
studer has worked with Paiste developing cymbals for 40 years and he 
adds, «in addition to what Kaspar mentioned, we get valuable input from 
key artists that conduct road testing of these future models». Numerous 
endorsees tested the twenty custom collection on the road and in the 
studio long before they were released. 

«I had no idea there was so much hands-on, individual craftsmanship 
going on and the pride in the workmanship was amazing. Finishing the 
tour of the factory was a visit to the cymbal sound room which was 
absolute sonic candy!»
GeoRGe scHwiNDt (Us) # FLoGGiNG moLLy

INSIDE THE HEAT
after transforming the sound concept into a physical cymbal, the 
craftsmen create a master cymbal, also known as a «Klangmuster» that 
sets the parameters for the specific cymbal being made. In the firing 
department Pius Kurmann and his colleagues prepare the raw material, 
rolled bronze sheets, for pressing the bells. The first step is to heat the 
center of the round disks. Pius declares: «Heating the center will soften 
the bronze and it is important and challenging to abide by its parameters 
otherwise the bell can break or the material’s tension will be wrong, 
reducing the sound quality of the bronze.»

«Visiting the Paiste Factory was an incredible experience, seeing the 
highly skilled Paiste staff at work really makes you appreciate the quality 
of these cymbals.»
RUsseLL GiLBRooK (UK) # URiaH HeeP

INSIDE THE BEAT
a lion’s share on the sound of a cymbal is affected by hammering. 
«Hammering determines the shape. the correct hammering pattern 
results in the desired shape. the right number of hammering marks and a 
nice shape lead you to the designated tension and firmness», describes 
Pius Zurkirchen. «you can adjust impreciseness of the material, for 
example caused by rolling direction, only by hand hammering which will 
achieve a perfectly even shape in all spots.» No matter how complex the 
cymbal’s hammering pattern is, the work in the hammering department 
has to be done with the highest level of concentration. «seeing it as a 
routine is the first step to creating mistakes. Therefore it is important 
to always stay focused», Pius describes the high requirements on the 
craftsmen.

INSIDE THE GROOVE
Lathing determines the desired thickness of the cymbal. ernst Burkard 
started working for toomas & Robert Paiste in 1965 and he’s lathed 
countless instruments since his early years at Notwill. “in the earlier days 
lathing a cymbal was more complicated as the raw material was fairly 
heavy so you had to lathe more material off. it is of highest importance to 
be in the tolerance within 2 of a hundredth millimeters”, explains ernst. 
«This is almost nothing! A sheet of paper is about 7 to 8 hundredth. Even 
experts don’t believe it but you can verify it.» this is really remarkable, 
as lathing is done only by hand. Burkard discloses the secret of his many 
years of success working as a Paiste cymbal artisan: «most craftsmen 
that start to work here hold the turning steel too firmly and that doesn’t 
work. you always have to be loose and relaxed.»

«It is as if you would come home, the support and the helpful nature 
of the employees, the team spirit and the feeling that everybody works 
in the same direction and with the same goal in mind, can be felt and 
experienced at any time. This is a drummer's cymbal heaven. I hope to 
remain in the Paiste Family of Artists for many years to come.»
FReDDy steaDy (cH) # KRoKUs

«It was a treat to see the heart and soul of the Paiste experience. 
Seeing the care behind each cymbal was inspiring, and deepened my 
understanding of the instruments I play.»
RicHie BaRsHay (Us) # esPeRaNZa sPaLDiNG

INSIDE THE «BLING»
Gerold ottiger has been a Paiste employee for more than 45 years. He 
used to work in the lathing department and he now runs the logo printing 
department. Three prints are specifically placed on each cymbal and 
Gerold makes sure «that the logos are perfect: model, size, series.» 
custom orders by top level endorsees are welcome: «it is a different 
feeling, when you know the drummers personally, like Nicko mcBrain or 
Gotthard’s Hena Habegger. then you know exactly for whom you are 
making the cymbal.»

«It was great to visit the factory and to meet all the incredibly skilled 
craftmen working there. Seeing them at work performing there "art" was 
truly amazing and it made me look at my cymbals with new respect. 
These men are part of my and every Paiste players fame and success.»
iaN HaUGLaND (se) # eURoPe

«After visiting the Paiste factory and seeing the hands on focus and 
attention to detail of sound in person, it only made me more proud of my 
choice to play Paiste. To me, Paiste is the perfect cymbal maker.»
DaVe witte (Us) # mUNiciPaL waste

whenever visitors, either top level endorsees, young drum students  
or dealers, tour the Paiste factory in Nottwil, switzerland, they  

all view our instruments with a much deeper appreciation. we are not 
surprised because manufacturing Paiste cymbals is an art form  

that requires the highest level of precision and skill. Behind every phase  
of developing a Paiste cymbal you will find a human touch  

conducting every aspect of what will gradually fuse into a true  
work of art … both sonically and visually.

Precision meets
craftmanshiP

iNsiDe tHe swiss FactoRy …swiss CyMbAL PrODUCTION

stefan odermatt, kaspar rast pius kurmann pius Zurkirchen ernst burkard Gerold ottiger
und fredy studer
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interview by andrew shreve

Within thE last tWo yEars you’vE bEEn FortunatE Enough 
to visit thE paistE FaCtory, not onCE but tWiCE! givE us 
a bit oF insight rEgarding your ExpEriEnCEs on your 1st 
and 2nd visit.
as a kid i used to see pictures of famous drummers visiting the paiste 
factory and photos in the catalogs. it was always a dream of mine to be 
able to go but switzerland isn’t usually the first place you play in Europe. 
in 2009 i was on tour with Chris Cornell and when we performed in 
switzerland, i jumped at the chance to visit the factory.

on my 1st visit, i was picked up in Zurich and driven an hour through the 
beautiful countryside to the little village that is home to the factory. We 
stopped off and had amazing schnitzel at a little restaurant across the 
street and there was a giant gong in the middle of the dining room so i knew 
i was in the zone. the factory is built into the side of a hill with a gorgeous 
view of a lake and rolling hills beyond that and there was even a train that 
occasionally passes right on front of the water … the view is stunning. 

the warehouse is where they ship out all the cymbals once they are made. 
this area is about sixty feet deep by like thirty feet wide full of rows and 
rows of finished cymbals and it’s also where they keep the «Klangmusters» 
(also known as the master cymbals) from all the older models and that 
was cool to see all the old sound Creation and 602s from the past! i got to 
pick out a set of 15" signature sound Edge hi-hats that sound fantastic. 
i also saw where they screen the different logos on the cymbals and 
they had just finished a set of 2002s with special logos that were being 
presented to Frank beard and ZZ top who were also playing in town that 
night. pretty rad. the coolest thing about the factory is that everyone had 
these awesome work suits. it was truly like a factory but the vibe was like 
an artist’s workshop and everyone was smiling and you could tell they love 
making cymbals; it was unlike anything i have ever seen. 

My second visit was last year. i was in Zurich with Foreigner and was picked 
up at the airport and got to have dinner at the paiste’s house which is 
practically connected to the factory. during dinner we listened to deep purple 
which seemed fitting to have ian paice in the background playing his cymbals 
that were made right next door!! i stayed at a hotel in town that night and fell 
asleep to the sound of cowbells on cows off in the distance. 

i got to review some of the new lines with Fredy studer. i was trying out 
some of the new twenty Masters Collections Jazz cymbals as well as 
John robinson’s deep ride which were all incredible. it was so cool to 
be given the opportunity to be involved and give my opinion on which 
cymbals i preferred. the cymbal room was a trip because it housed one of 
every cymbal made to sample … Jealous? you should be. it was so cool 
to be able to hear and compare every line and every model … wow! i really 
dug the gong room which is basically a hallway of gongs you can play and 
sample from every model (and there are a lot of models i found out). 

Kelly paiste and a few of the staff from the factory attended a sold out 
show in Zurich where i played my new cymbals with a new respect after 
having seen them made and being at the factory earlier that day. there is 
no doubt this is still a family business that makes the best cymbals in the 
world with the best staff possible. 

at thE 1st sEgMEnt oF thE haMMEring dEpartMEnt, as you 
WitnEssEd, thE CraFtsMan Controls thE vEloCity and 
ForCE oF thE haMMEr striKE With his FEEt and With his 
hands thE spaCing and pattErn oF thE haMMEring and it 
looKs ExtrEMEly diFFiCult to MastEr. did this portion oF 
produCtion sEEM thE Most diFFiCult to you?
in the hammering room it sounded like machine gun fire as we approached. 
one of the highlights of the tour was watching a row of 10 or 15 artisans 

hammering different models of cymbals and i was able to see first hand how 
different the process is for making a rudE to a signature model. before 
each cymbal is hammered they are individually punched to make the hole 
and then the cymbal is guided carefully by the craftsman with his feet and 
hands to create the initial "hammering" pattern that is individual to each 
model and cymbal line. it takes a super steady hand (and foot) to control 
the speed at which the hammer strikes. this step would be impossible 
to do without years of experience. do not try this at hoME Kids!!! 
:) our friends at the paiste factory do it like riding a bike. they are 
constantly taking each cymbal and placing it on a special flat tempered 
metal surface to ensure that the cymbal is perfectly flat throughout this 
process and it’s amazing to watch how perfect they get each cymbal 
before it is ready for lathing. Wow!! Who would have thought that it would 
take all this effort and skill and you are still only a third of the way through 
making a finished cymbal!

upon viEWing thE CraFtsMan that hand haMMEr thE 
CyMbals onE Would thinK that it looKs prEtty siMplE but 
as you and i KnoW that is Far FroM thE truth. What Was 
your ExpEriEnCE in trying to haMMEr a CyMbal yoursElF?
i got a lesson in hammering a 12" cymbal and although these dudes 
made it look easy with a smile on their faces at all times, it was anything 
but easy when i got the hammer and gave it a whack. needless to say  
i’m going to stick with hitting them with sticks. i think my little cymbal is 
still on the wall of shame in the factory but it’s in good company with the 
likes of others made by the amazing Curt bisquera and Charlie benante.

WatChing thE lathing dEpartMEnt looKs prEtty 
FrightEning and it sEEMs to ME that it's thE MorE 
''prEssurE oriEntEd'' sECtion oF produCtion. this KEy part 
oF CyMbal dEvElopMEnt doEs not lEavE any rooM For 
Error don't you agrEE?
the lathing facility freaked me out the most because unlike any other 
cymbals each cymbal from paiste’s many lines are so identifiable just by 
its lathing. i was blown away by how many different tools are used for one 
20" signature ride … it was first lathed with a small blade, then a medium 
one and then a large with a different pattern each time. also the width was 
double checked to the Master after each pass … no wonder every paiste 
is so consistent.

Was thErE any partiCular sECtion oF produCtion that 
rEally got your attEntion?
there are too many things to list when it comes to visiting the factory as 
there is simply so much to see and its impossible to take it all in (even after 
having been there twice)! the Colorsound room where the cymbals can be 
painted (unique to paiste) was the coolest and it made me want to order a 
set of pink cymbals or something outrageous (like the pink steve Jordan 
ride hanging in one of the offices from back in the day)!

EriK paistE puts a vEry high EMphasis on thE quality 
Control in ManuFaCturing as his FathEr tooMas, unClE 
robErt, and grandFathEr MiChaEl did. What signs oF 
quality Control did you rECogniZE as you tourEd thE 
FaCtory?
Each workstation had a stand for the «Klangmuster». the «Klangmuster» 
is the perfect chosen sample of the cymbal they are making so if it’s an 
18" 2002 Medium being made, they have the «Klangmuster» of that model 
there for constant reference! i had never imagined that so much detail 
would go into it and their precision was faultless … they would constantly 
examine the cymbal master to check on the quality of their work. i saw the 
same thing again at the lathing section, the «Klangmuster» was right there 
for the artisans to reference.

Page 12 clockwise: Jason … in front of the Paiste 
Factory; … getting a hand hammering lesson; … with 
cymbal craftsmen Erich Wüest and Paul Plüss

JASON SUTTER 
# FOREIGNER, CHRIS CORNELL
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NEW SOUNDS FOr 2011
CyMbAL OvErvIEW
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Facts
since: 1959 (reintroduced in 2011)
alloy: cusn20, also known as «traditional Bronze»

applications: Low to medium loud settings • especially  
well-suited for recording, live • Jazz, Fusion, Blues,  
moderate Pop and Rock, country, Folk, acoustic music

sound: Warm, silvery, mellow, cool, light, fine, precise  
and controlled

bACk TO THE rOOTS 
Back in 1959 Paiste launched a series that was destined to become one of 
the world's most revered in the history of cymbal making – Formula 602. 
the warmth of the traditional cusn20 bronze and the superior sound quality 
are legendary, and many attempts were made to copy them – to no avail. 
Now 602's back for enjoyment.

FOrMULA 602 series

NDUGU CHANCLEr
caRL PaLmeR, iaN Paice, BiLL BRUFoRD, BaRRiemoRe BaRLow, JoN 
HisemaN, PaUL motiaN, JeFF PoRcaRo, PieRRe FaVRe, DoN HeNLey, 
aLex RieL, steVe BeRRios, NicK masoN

MEDIUM RIDE 20"
Weight: medium
Volume: medium low to medium loud
Stick Sound: fairly clear, fairly glassy
Intensity: controlled
Sustain: long
Bell Character: fairly separated, fairly smooth

Full, rich, fairly bright, solid. medium range, clean mix. controlled and 
even feel. Very nice and sparkling stick sound supported by a breathy 
layer of wash. Perfectly balanced. a dynamic all around cymbal for 
many musical styles played at moderate level.

MEDIUM FLATRIDE 20"
Weight: medium
Volume: very low to medium
Stick Sound: soft, woody, shimmering
Intensity: very controlled
Sustain: medium-short

warm, mellow, crystal-like. medium range, fairly clean mix. Very 
balanced and controlled feel. a pearly, woody stick sound paired 
with a silvery wash. a very sensitive cymbal perfectly suited for soft 
playing at lower volume level and studio application.

THIN CRASH 16" | 18"
Weight: thin
Volume: medium low to medium loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: fairly lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

silvery, breathy, transparent. Fairly wide range, slightly complex and 
dense mix. soft shimmering and velvety feel. a light crash cymbal with 
a definite retro character suited for many styles in that music genre.

SOUND EDGE HI-HAT 14"
Weight: medium top / medium bottom
Volume: medium low to medium loud
Stick Sound: soft, fairly dry
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: airy, light, papery

Rich, silvery, bright, somewhat mellow. wide range, fairly complex 
mix. Quick and responsive feel with a soft and warm touch. Very 
controllable. Full, round and energetic open sound, paired with a light 
and airy chick sound. ideal for playing at moderate volume level 
and a wide range of studio applications.

«I'm really pleased to hear the 602s are 
back in town! Through much of my early 
years in the late 60s and 70s they were the 
cymbal of choice for the discerning player, 
and can be heard all over the Yes and 
King Crimson albums of the day. I had two 
crashes and a 20" ride - clean and powerful 
but controllable. Then I picked up a flat-top 
which was the revolutionary sound on so 
many brilliant ECM albums. Welcome back, 
602s!»
BiLL BRUFoRD (UK) # eaRtHwoRKs
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NDUGU & FOrMULA 602
a FiRst-HaND accoUNt 
oF Paiste’s timeLess 
LiNe
ndugu Chancler is the archetype of the artist endorsee. His 
relationship with Paiste celebrates 40 years in 2011 … a rare 
thing indeed in these times. So, it seems fitting that his enduring 
commitment would coincide with Paiste’s recent announcement at 
the 2011 Winter nAMM … the re-emergence of the venerable Formula 
602 line. After years of international yearning, enthusiasts and 
collectors worldwide will be thrilled to read these words, no doubt. 
So, what better way to tell the story than to speak to the man who 
was there in their infancy. 

In 1971, ndugu was on tour in Europe with Miles Davis, when Toomas 
Paiste first approached him. ndugu’s setup at the time consisted of 
various company brands, with one Paiste in the mix. Toomas saw 
this and invited ndugu to come to his factory in nottwil, Switzerland. 
The two talked cymbals, ndugu loved what he heard and Toomas 
gave him his first Paiste setup, the 602s. As ndugu says, «That was it 
for me.» To this day, he still has those cymbals, keeping them safely 
guarded in his home studio.

WHAT WAS yOUr FIrST 602 SETUP? DID yOU WOrk WITH THEM 
ON MODEL DEvELOPMENT?
not at first. My setup consisted of a 22" ride, an 18" crash, 20" china 
and 14" hi-hats. It wasn’t until the mid-70s that I began working with 
them on developing new sounds. Jazz Fusion was becoming more 
prevalent and Miles was the pioneer of that genre. The music was still 
a blend of acoustic and electric, so volume wasn’t really an issue until 
’73, ’74. I was also working with George Duke and Alice Coltrane at 
that time and the cymbals worked well, across the board. After Miles 
though, I worked with Santana and my needs began to change a bit. 
Carlos’ music was a bit louder, so I also incorporated some 2002’s 
into my setup as well. The 602 ride remained though, throughout the 
80s.

TALk AbOUT rECOrDING WITH THE 602s BACk THEn. WHAT DID 
yOU NOTICE WHEN yOU bEGAN USING THEM IN THE STUDIO?
The one thing I noticed right away was they had a more solid stick 
feel and the sound was much more consistent. Also, they had a great 
ping sound and the bell was much more pronounced. This made for 
a much more versatile cymbal. once I began recording with them, I 
used them on everything. A lot of records I’ve played on feature the 
602s. 

CAN yOU rECALL SOME OF THE rECOrDINGS yOU PLAyED THE 
602s ON?
I actually have a list and have kept track, but to mention a few … Tale 
Spinnin’ by Weather Report, George Duke’s Reach For It, Santana’s 
Amigos, Herbie Hancock’s Mr. Hands and Michael Jackson’s Thriller. 
(A complete list of recordings featuring ndugu with his 602s, is 
available from Paiste.)

yOU WErE ONE OF THE FIrST PAISTE ArTISTS WHO INTErACTED 
WITH OUr FACTOry ON DEvELOPING SOUNDS … THE bEGINNING 
OF WHAT PAISTE COINED AS DrUMMEr SErvICE – NOW MOrE 
CoMMonLy knoWn AS ARTIST RELATIonS. TALk ABouT THAT.
on the West Coast and also from the studio perspective, I offered 
my ideas. Toomas came over to the States often and met with me. 
He would come to the studio I was working at, hear them in context 
and we would talk right there. Paiste was expanding the 602s, always 
keeping the line’s sound character in focus, while creating heavier 
models, etc. one thing we talked about was the air lock issue with hi-
hats and how that can be a problem in the studio. not long after that, 
they created their patented «Sound Edge» hat. Toomas was excellent 
at interpreting an artist’s ideas and needs.

THE SOUND EDGE HAT WAS PrObAbLy kIND OF rADICAL IDEA 
bACk THEN, rIGHT?
I’ll tell you a funny story – I was called to do a session with a producer 
named Michael Stokes, who produced a lot of big R&B sessions. 
When he first saw them, he said, «There’s no way those cymbals 
can sound good.» Then, he heard them. He called me for a number 
of sessions after that and the thing he thought wouldn’t sound good 
became the thing I became noted for.

WHAT WAS THE MAIn THInG you noTICED AS THE 70s CAME TO A 
CLOSE, SONICALLy?
Well, due to the increased volume levels on stage, the personality of 
the cymbal began to get lost. The 602s became known as the studio 
cymbal or the Jazz cymbal. Paiste was and still is great at adapting 
to the changing needs of music and the drummer. The 2002s became 
popular when volume increased. Also, the great thing about Paiste 
is that you can mix different lines within your setup and they work 
harmoniously together. This is something they do better than anyone 
else.
 
WHAT’S youR FEELInG ABouT THE RE-RELEASE oF THE 602 LInE?
I think there’s a whole generation of drummers who aren’t familiar 
with the sound. This will give them a clear look into the depth and 
variety that Paiste has to offer. But more importantly, drummers need 
to hear the cymbals that basically built the company. Formula 602 
is their flagship line. It’s important that they know this, as a point of 
foundation but also as a reference for Paiste’s growth and expansion.

GIvEn ToDAy’S RECoRDInG SESSIon CLIMATE, LESS MAJoR 
STUDIOS, MOrE HOME STUDIOS – HOW DO yOU FEEL THE 602s 
WILL FArE?
Even better. you have even more isolation and separation now. Given 
the skills of today’s engineers and the vast recording tools at their 
fingertips, it’s going to be very interesting … and exciting. This is an 
ideal time for this!

Interview  
by Rich Mangicaro

«My 602 22" Flatride has been with me since the early 70s. So clear, so clean, so cool, it was 
always a joy to switch to from the heavier sounds. It gives a drummer the ultimate 'light touch'. 

Viva the Flatride!» 
JoN HisemaN (UK) # coLosseUm

«The 602 Medium Flatride has been my absolute favorite cymbal ever since I became a Paiste 
Artist in 1969. To me it's the perfect cymbal because I can use it whether I play jazz, fusion or even 

rock - I've always got a 602 flat ride with me! I find it especially great for jazz playing and have 
often been told by singers and musicians I've worked with, how they've felt supported by and 

enjoyed the distinct ping and nice controlled sound of that particular cymbal. Another favorite is 
the 602 Medium Ride which I find excellent for accompanying horn players. In my book the 602s 

have never been surpassed!» 
aLex RieL (DK) # iNDePeNDeNt

«The 602s have a warmth and air that is unsurpassed under the microphones. You no longer have 
to search the vintage market to find that classic sound. They’re my new favorite cymbals. Try them 
for yourself, you’ll be amazed.»
sHaNNoN FoRRest (Us) # NasHViLLe stUDios

«The 602 Flat Ride is a beautiful cymbal that echoes Paiste’s signature unique quality of flat rides 
with a vintage sound. I personally love Paiste’s flat rides, the evenness, the subtle brightness, 
beauty and tone. This cymbal carries the tradition of all these qualities while making a distinction 
of its own.»
sUsie iBaRRa (Us) # DaViD waRe

FOrMULA 602
LeGeNDaRy soUND aUtHeNticaLLy RestoReD
THE QUEST FOr vISIONAry SOUND
In 1957, after working with his father as a cymbal maker in the Paiste factory in Germany, 24 year old Robert Paiste moved to Switzerland 
and established what would become the Paiste world headquarters and main cymbal making facility. never happy to rest on the 
accomplishments of the past, Robert had a vision to explore the use of a new alloy in Paiste cymbal making to create a sound he described 
as «harmonic, true and full». The CuSn20 bronze was thought to possess «a rich sound power that set no boundaries to the craft of sound 
forming» according to Robert. This material was not used in Central Europe at the time for cymbal making. It took Robert’s incredible 
tenacity to find a plant that would locally roll the metal in a way that would be conducive to cymbal making. From the first batch of this 
material received, Paiste was able to create cymbals with a strong sound potential, but not yet fully developed. Robert was determined 
to create a much more refined sound and relied on the highly cultivated technical skills of the Paiste craftsmen and his vision to find the 
perfect voice for these instruments. After numerous experiments and tests, the breakthrough was had. Perhaps it was the 602nd trial …

CrEATIvE AND COLLAbOrATIvE; THE FOrMULA 602 AND jAZZ
Working closely with many of the top drummers of the time, Paiste collected feedback and ideas about sounds and concepts that the 
artists desired. At the same time European Jazz was exploding on the world scene. At that time Pierre Favre ran the Paiste Drummer 
Service department and, Robert admits, «Before 1958 I never really listened, but Pierre Favre introduced Jazz to me». Pierre’s work with 
drummers and his own sensitivity to sound contributed greatly to the final version of the Formula 602 line. The 602 cymbals became a very 
important part of the growing «Free Jazz» movement, turning over old stereotypes to allow drummers new, fresh voices. «Jazz was the 
most important style and directory», says Robert Paiste. «Jazz is individual and comes from the inside – creative, intuitive and impulsive. 
This in turn has to do with sound and energy.» As Paiste was inspired by drummers in the creation of the Formula 602, drummers became 
inspired by the sound of these new cymbals as they created new exciting music.

THE LEGEND rETUrNS
While the Formula 602 cymbals found their fame in the European Jazz movement, they also found homes in the sets of Folk, Pop and 
Rock drummers making them an extremely sought after collectible. Studio drummers, in particular, understood the exquisite sounds and 
capabilities of these legendary cymbals. over the years, however, the demands of drummers change permanently and the Formula 602 was 
left behind. But again and again drummers recalled the warmth, pureness and clarity of the Formula 602 cymbals making them an extremely 
sought after collectable. After years of requests for the re-issue of these now classic cymbals Paiste found a source to reproduce the alloy. 
The Master Cymbals were dusted off and the job of recreating them in the same painstaking manner as the legendary originals began. After 
some time the mark was hit and the sound was perfect. Perhaps it was the 602nd trial …

Story by 
Chiristian Wenzel &

Tim Shahady
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MEDIUM RIDE 20" | 21"
Weight: medium
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: fairly bright and strong
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: integrated, full

Bright, rich, open, full. wide range, fairly clean mix. even, responsive 
feel and very controllable. Pronounced, bright and meaty stick sound 
supported by a solid wash. all-purpose cymbal for a wide range of 
musical applications.

DARK RIDE 20" | 22"
Weight: medium thin
Volume: low to medium loud
Stick Sound: fairly washy, steady
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: integrated, low pitched

Dark, warm, smoky, breathy. Fairly wide range, complex mix. soft feel 
with a quick response. Very crashable. controllable, peppery stick 
sound over a dark layered oriental, smoky wash. a ride cymbal that 
can easily be used in a small jazz club setting and flourish in other 
styles such as blues or country music.

DARK CRASH RIDE 20"
Weight: very thin
Volume: very low to medium loud
Stick Sound: brittle, misty, papery
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated, subtle

Dark, trashy, papery, low. wide range, complex and moody mix. 
soft and buttery feel with a very wobbly and vibrant response. 
Fairly defined stick sound over a dark and cloudy wash. Perfectly 
suited for quieter musical settings such as blues, jazz and acoustic 
styles. Very user-friendly for percussive use and classical mallet 
application.

DARK CRISP RIDE 20" | 22"
Weight: medium
Volume: low to fairly loud 
Stick Sound: fairly pronounced, crisp
Intensity: lively
Sustain: fairly long
Bell Character: integrated, fairly strong

Dark, crisp, warm, rich, open. wide range, fairly complex mix. Very 
responsive feel, quick attack. a nice and crispy stick sound supported 
by a strong, open and dark shimmering wash. Perfect control. well 
suited for all styles of music that require great dynamics and full-
bodied ride sound.

TWENTy MASTErS collection

jOHN rObINSON
# sessioN GReat

«The new cymbals are amazing developments. This is by far the most excitement I've 
felt since the introduction of the 'Traditionals' series. I was like a kid in a candy store 
playing them! All of the cymbals sound classic, distinctive and so very musical. Wait 
until you put a stick on them. I know you're going to love what you hear.»
steVe JoRDaN (Us)

EvEry CyMbAL A MASTErPIECE
exPeRieNce tHem to FiND yoUR owN
the twenty masters collection is an assemblage of exquisite and 
laboriously hand-manufactured cymbals made of cusn20 bronze to achieve 
superior sound ideals in various musical genres. the eleven ride models 
integrate the experience of the decades long art of cymbal making with the 
inspirations of international top drummers.
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DARK DRY RIDE 20" | 21"
Weight: medium
Volume: medium low to loud
Stick Sound: woody, dry
Intensity: controlled
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: fairly integrated, rich

Dry, rich, silky, strong. medium range, fairly complex mix. Very 
controllable and fairly dry feel. silvery ping over rather short sustained 
and dusty wash. ideally suited for articulated and precise playing in 
most musical styles such as R&B, Funk, Pop and Latin.

SWEET RIDE 20"
Weight: medium
Volume: low to medium loud
Stick Sound: smooth, silky
Intensity: lively
Sustain: fairly long
Bell Character: integrated, deep, gracious

soft, warm, papery, airy. medium range, fairly complex mix. Very light 
feel. silky, sweet stick sound over smooth airy wash with a touch of 
brilliance. a perfect ride for jazz and any jazz related styles of music. 
Developed in co-operation with jazz legend andré «Dédé» ceccarelli.

DEEP RIDE 24"
Weight: heavy
Volume: medium low to loud
Stick Sound: very pronounced, glassy, deep
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: fairly separated, strong

Full, rich, powerful, energetic. Fairly wide range, fairly clean mix. 
Very controllable and responsive feel. a clean, glassy stick over 
a big, deep layered wash with a touch of darkness. this is a big 
cymbal for big beats. Developed in co-operation with session great 
John «JR» Robinson.

Facts
since: 2011
alloy: cusn20, also known as «traditional Bronze»

applications: Low to loud settings • live and recording • Jazz, Blues, R&B, Funk, 
Pop and country 

sound: warm, full, rich, deep, broad. a wide variety of sound concepts from 
dark to bright, dry to sustaining, pronounced to washy, smooth to strong. each 
cymbal has its very own sound character that has to be experienced.

RIDE 
Medium ride 20"/21"
dark ride 20"/22" 
dark Crash ride 20" 
dark Crisp ride 20"/22" 
dark dry ride 20"/21"
sweet ride 20"
deep ride 24"

«Bright, powerful, aggressive but sweet and very musical – the “Bluebird” Ride sings a song 
when I’m playing on it! I can play this cymbal ALWAYS like a ride, SOMETIMES like a crash 

but will NEVER forget to put it into my cymbal bag. The 20” Sweet Ride is very versatile and 
can be played in every musical setting, it’s truly a masterpiece.»

aNDRÉ «DÉDÉ» ceccaReLLi (FR)

«With the introduction of the new 'Signature Groove' Ride and through Paiste’s sound 
development I have found my dream cymbal. This innovative 24” Deep Ride will cover all the 
basis needed for today’s music. This beautiful instrument compliments the entire new Twenty 
Masters Collection. Whether you’re a light or heavy hitter or just a collector this work of art 
would be a welcome addition to any set up.» 
JoHN «JR» RoBiNsoN (Us)

STEvE jOrDAN
masteR aRcHitect 
oF GRooVe
Multi-instrumentalist, composer and musical director Steve Jordan 
is a master of «playing for the song». He’s a Grammy-Award recipient 
for his work with John Mayer and also an Emmy winner for the CBS 
Tv Special «Movies Rock», produced and directed by Don Mischer. 
Steve is all about authenticity and getting to the heart of the groove. 
The more he develops as an artist, the more he returns to his roots 
– to those who inspired him and to the true craft of songwriting. 
Everything Steve plays just feels good. He has that rare ability to play 
the groove of a song and it’s immediately recognizable. It’s these 
facts that make him one of today’s most influential drummers and one 
of the most successful producers in music. 
over the past 25 years, Paiste cymbals have been a part of Steve’s 
unique sound. When you listen to the countless great recordings 
he’s played on, you can hear his attention-to-detail, as he selects the 
perfect instruments to enhance each song. Steve is well-known for 
switching out his snares frequently, so each tune has just the right 
backbeat sound. It’s the same with his cymbals. And now, with the 
release of Paiste’s latest creation, Twenty Masters Collection, Steve 
Jordan’s ringing metal needs have been taken to a whole other level.

WHEn DID you FIRST HEAR ABouT PAISTE’S LATEST InnovATIon, 
THE TWENTy MASTErS COLLECTION?
not long, I think about a year ago. For me, the Signature «Traditionals» 
cymbals are very musical, versatile and contemporary, yet steeped 
in the tradition of cymbal sounds that I love and have grown up 
with so I've been extremely satisfied, to say the least. When I heard 
a rumor of the line possibly being discontinued, I PAnICkED!! At 
first I thought the new line was to replace the Trads but my fears 
were laid to rest … it was just a rumor. nevertheless, it indicated to 
me that they were working on something very special. A few of the 
guys came over from Switzerland and when they began showing me 
prototypes, man – they were unbelievable! Each one they showed me 
had something incredible. I had brought three cymbals with me for 
comparison, one of which was a cymbal that belonged to Elvin Jones 
that I’d recently acquired. These new cymbals were amazing – every 
one of them. There was a pair of 14" hi-hats they showed me that 
were unbelievable … and I don’t even use 14"s, but I’d use these. I’m 
just blown away with Paiste’s last two years of research and I think 
it’s the best batch of cymbals that Any cymbal maker has come out 
with in a long time. To come out with one killin’ cymbal is one thing, 
but to introduce a whole set like this … it’s astonishing. And again, 
I’ve been completely happy with my Traditionals, so this shows just 
how innovative and tireless Paiste is. They’re always re-creating 
themselves, which is very inspiring. 

I CouLDn’T AGREE MoRE. THE MASTERS CoLLECTIon WILL 
CErTAINLy TUrN HEADS THIS yEAr, ESPECIALLy WITH yOUr 
ExCITEMEnT BEHInD THEM. So, WHAT’S HAPPEnInG WITH you 
LATELy?
Well, our band with my wife - singer, songwriter, guitarist and pianist 
Meegan voss, bassist Pino Palladino and guitarist Tamio okuda - 
The verbs, is always the project I'm most excited about. our current 
album is called «Trip» and we’re just putting the finishing touches 

on our third album entitled «Cover Story». you can visit our site, 
theverbs.us, which gives updates, recordings, video footage, etc. 
Japan has been a really great market for us, so we’re looking forward 
to getting back over there. I’m also producing a Dutch artist named 
Waylon, who was the first guy over there signed to Motown. He’s 
really great. I just did a track for kelly Clarkson and also have some 
stuff coming up with Rod Stewart. keith (Richards) and I have been 
jammin’ lately, so we’ll see what happens with that. Must say, my 
music world has been gratifying and I’m very happy. 

by THE WAy, CONGrATULATIONS ON WINNING yOUr GrAMMy 
AnD EMMy AWARDS! I So MuCH EnJoyED youR CoLLABoRATIon 
WITH JoHn MAyER. you ALSo TouRED WITH ERIC CLAPTon A 
FEW yEArS bACk, rIGHT?
Thank you. John is amazing to work with and I have nothing but fond 
memories. yeah, I toured with Eric back in 2006, for about a year. Last 
time I saw Eric was at the Crossroads Festival. 

CAN yOU DESCrIbE yOUr ExPErIENCE OF bEING THE MUSIC 
DIrECTOr FOr THE WOrLD CUP?
That whole thing happened so quickly, it’s hard to believe that it 
actually happened. First of all, it was the first time that I’d been on 
the continent of Africa, so it was a life-changing event anyway. The 
job itself was challenging to say the least, but just so incredible on so 
many levels. you know, when you do multi-act shows like that, it’s a 
huge logistical challenge. We didn’t have a turn-table (rotating stage) 
so we had to work with that issue. There was political pressure, 
making sure there was proper representation from Africa; there were 
two stages, so who goes on which stage and keeping everybody 
happy – it was a major balancing act. I got to work with producer 
Aaron Grosky from Control Room Productions. He's one of the best 
in the business. With the artists at that event, I was hearing music I’d 
never heard before … really amazing. Artists like Amadou & Mariam 
and a host of other great African bands, all were just extraordinary. 
I had assembled the house band, which was comprised mainly of 
South African players, but I brought a core rhythm section from 
the States. That included Ray Parker Jr. on guitars, Leon Pendarvis 
on keys and Paul Simon’s brilliant bassist on «Graceland», Bakithi 
kumalo. I also hired Bakithi’s cousin vusi kumalo, who also played 
on «Graceland» to play second drums and percussion with me. I 
augmented the band with wonderful African players and singers, 
along with Hugh Masekela’s horn section. It was just the most 
incredible group of musicians and I feel very honored to have worked 
with all of them.

I’M SuRE THEy FEEL THE SAME WAy. IT SounDS LIkE onE oF 
THoSE onCE-In-A-LIFETIME ExPERIEnCES.
It definitely was that. People not only from Africa but from all over 
the world attended this event. Even with the challenges putting it all 
together, there was this incredible spirit throughout and everyone 
worked together, feeling that positive connection. It was just an 
amazing celebration of music and life. 

Interview  
by Rich Mangicaro
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TWENTy MASTErS COLLECTION Artists

«The new Twenty Masters are the quintessential cymbals for the most discriminating drummer. 
Highs - lows and the right amount of the washy vibe! This line will blow your mind!»

cURt BisQUeRa (Us) # saRaH mcLacHLaN

«In music, people talk about 'feeling' when they refer to something great. It feels so good to 
them that they want more. People also talk about 'warm' as to refer to something very enjoyable 

and expressive in music. Now you put the two together - 'warm feeling' - and you have a 
Twenty Masters Collection Ride.» 

HeNRiQUe De aLmeiDa (Us) # iNDePeNDeNt

«The general characteristic of the Twenty Masters Collection cymbals is that of an airiness, slight 
shimmer with back bone and guts. The bells are organically pitched from the edge up to the top 

evenly. Though this cymbal can roar and build up steam; most importantly, it can return to its 'Ride' 
quickly, pleasantly, never losing its strong character and stick definition. A gutsy medallion of ancient 

chants and roads much traveled, the Masters Collection lets you dig in and find your own voice. 
Smokey in tone, rebound with a give, cognac splashes, distant church bells, a roar of a lion, to 

whispers in ones ears … it speaks as you do, as you allow it to, always delivering as well as surprising.» 
micHaeL BaRsimaNto (Us) # iNDePeNDeNt

«The 20" Twenty Masters Collection Dark Dry Ride have a warm and distinctive sound which can 
be used in any Jazz and Funk setting. It opens up with appealing overtones, yet it still has so 
much stick definition.»
LeRoy cLoUDeN (Us) # DoNaLD FaGeN

«The Masters Collection is the "Holy Grail" of cymbals! Responsive and nuanced to the touch, 
from the warmth and complexity of the 20" Dark Crash Ride to the power and clarity of the 24" 

Deep Ride, be prepared to explore your creativity. The Twenty Masters Collection are simply the 
best cymbals being made!» 

KaRL LatHam (Us) # iNDePeNDeNt

«These Masters Collections are fun and exciting to play and each one has a real personality. The 
24" Deep Ride is very impressive and it records fantastic. The sound control and its beautiful 
group of harmonics fit with the music perfectly.» 
Jim KeLtNeR (Us) # sessioN GReat

«In a league of their own, Paiste has various exceptional and complete cymbal lines for every 
genre of music. With the recent release of the new Twenty Masters Collection cymbals, Paiste 
has yet again captured the essence of fantastic ride cymbals adaptable for all styles of music. 
Rooted in tradition and built with consistency and precision, Paiste has advanced a new sound 
on to the market to contend with.» 
aNtHoNy micHeLLi (ca) # iNDePeNDeNt

«The new Twenty Masters are THE Cymbals I've been waiting for! I can usually "hear" a cymbal 
before I even touch it, and once played, I was correct! The combination of feel, articulation, 

beautiful overtones, and tones of VIBE! I played them with 2B's and 9A's, and they still have that 
Paiste consistency.» 

toss PaNos (Us) # RoBi DRaco Rosa

«I have been an endorser of Paiste Cymbals for 31 years. During my tenure I have witnessed the 
creation and evolution of the 2002 series, the Signature series, the Signature 'Traditionals' series, 
the Signature 'Dark Energy' series and most recently, the Twenty line. Paiste has now introduced 

the Twenty Masters Collection, this series is the most refined and articulate of any that Paiste has 
produced. When I played these ride cymbals at the 2011 NAMM show, I was overwhelmed with the 

clarity and richness in sound. Paiste has hit it this time, the Masters Collection is exemplary.» 
Kim PLaiNFieLD (Us) # JoN LUcieN

«Being a freelance player and owner of one of Manhattan's top recording 
studios means being able to have the product and means to cover any 
and all gigs that come my way. With a variety of sounds and textures, the 
Twenty Masters Collection is complete and offers me all the necessary 
tools to fit every musical situation, enabling me to deliver the goods each 
and every time.»
JoNatHaN moVeR (Us) # iNDePeNDeNt

«The Paiste Masters Collection of cymbals, a born classic. I have never been taken by a sound 
so quickly … It was love at first strike!!! The entire line is truly a work of artisanal genius. Beautiful 
beyond compare. Yum!»
Jimmy PaxsoN (Us) # steVie NicKs

«Each model has a truly modern yet vintage character to them and they cater to every type of 
musician for any style or musical situation.» 

KasPaR Rast (cH) # NiK BaeRtscH's RoNiN

«The new Twenty Masters Collection cymbals are incredible! They contain both beautiful 
washiness of the Signature 'Traditionals' series and definition of the Twenty series. I can easily use 
the same cymbal for both Jazz and Punk settings, plus everything in between. Paiste has done it 
again and boldly gone where no cymbal has gone before - awesome!» 
toBias RaLPH (Us) # LaURyN HiLL

«The most complex type of a cymbal is the ride, the most challenging one to build and to play. 
It was always my dream to have the one which fits my needs - to play very soft and to be able 
to "bash" - and which has the right sound; a kind of a «smoky» dark and dirty wash with a sweet 
and silvery ping on top of it. It took me fourty years to get to that point: the 22" Dark Ride of the 
Twenty Masters Collection. This is a fantastic start - more to come.»
FReDy stUDeR (cH) # PHaLL FataLe

«These cymbals are incredible. You’ve covered what other companies couldn’t do, you’ve 
incorporated a dark sound with clarity. The wash underneath the stick is perfect. It’s another 

dimension to the Paiste collection and I love the fact that Paiste pushes for the best at all costs 
and it shows the true passion what you believe in.» 

NatHaNieL towNsLey (Us) # aLeJaNDRo saNZ
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TWENTy CUSTOM collection

DANI LöbLE # HeLLoweeN
PAUL STANLEy MckENZIE 

# GoRiLLaZ soUND system
CHAD bUTLEr # switcHFoot

FULL rIDE | FULL CrASH | FULL HATS
THIN CHINA | THIN SPLASH
Developed for fairly subtle to loud settings. this range 
offers you the perfect balance of response, strength, 
presence and sustain. Full, warm, rich sounding cymbals 
that can handle almost every gig you play.

NEW vIbrANT vOICES 
cUstomiZeD FoR yoUR soUND
the twenty custom collection is hand crafted for a vast variety of modern 
musical settings. the warm and rich «Full» models are developed for a 
wide range of musical applications – from R&B rooted music to Rock/indie 
oriented genres the «Full» cymbals cover it all. Designed for higher volume 
spectrum, the forceful brilliant «metal» division provides you with ultimate 
projection and power embedded in a warm overall sound. this series is 
customized for the sound of the future.
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alfonzo andre (mx)
# jaguares

jonathan hamilton (uk)
# vv brown

fredrik brarud (no) 
# apoptygma berzerk

butch norton (us)
# lucinda williams

eric slick (us)
# dr. dog

jeff campitelli (us)
# joe satriani

scott crago (us) 
# eagles, don henley

tobias danne (de)
# independent

larry darrell (us)
# rhonda smith

pete ellard (uk)
# scouting for girls

sam fogarino (us) 
# interpol

mel gaynor (uk) 
# simple minds

heiny, bühler, pätsch (de)
# playmobeat

terence higgins (us) 
# dirty dozen brass band

reiner «kallas» hubert (de) 
# pohlmann

zwanie jonson (de) 
# fettes brot

paul leim (us)
# nashville studios

harry meads (uk) 
# the days

simon pace (us) 
# blonde redhead

antonio trapanotto (ar)
# independent

TWENTy CUSTOM COLLECTION Artists

RIDE 
Full ride 20"/22" 
Metal ride 20"/22" 

CRASH 
Full Crash 16"/18"/20"
Metal Crash 18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT
Full hats 14"
Metal hats 14"/15"

SPLASH
thin splash 10"
Metal splash 10"

CHINA 
thin China 18"
Metal China 18"

Facts
since: 2011
alloy: Cusn20, also known as «traditional bronze»

applications: Soft to extremely loud settings • Live and 
recording • Soul, R'n'B, Pop, Indie-Pop, Country, Latin, 
Rock, alternative, Hard Rock and metal

sound: rich, warm, full, deep, bright and extremely 
forceful • Cymbals with a complex combination of modern 
and vintage character, yet with the projection, balance and 
consistent function and quality that is essential for almost 
all styles of music

METAL rIDE | METAL CrASH | METAL HATS
METAL CHINA | METAL SPLASH
today's most aggressive modern music with 
extreme volume settings calls for cymbals with 
ultimate power, projection, sustain and warmth.
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TWENTy CUSTOM COLLECTION aRtists

«The new Twenty Masters Collection and Custom Collection models are absolutely amazing. 
The Custom Collection models deliver the same dark rich tone as the Masters Collection but with 

a brighter presence. These Paiste cymbals just never cease to amaze me.»
cHaUN D. HoRtoN (Us) # NatasHa BeDiNGFieLD

«The Twenty Custom Collection is by far some of the most beautiful sounding and versatile 
cymbals I've ever played. Whether I'm in the studio or live, they have just the perfect amount of 

shimmer, trash, and warmth that's desired in a multitude of genres.» 
cHRis iNFUsiNo (Us) # iNDePeNDeNt

«The Twenty Custom Collection cymbals are innovative and unique. I am very impressed at the 
sound and quality of these cymbals. As soon as you hit them you can hear the richness and 
transparency that will keep you wanting more!»
DoNaLD BaRRett (Us) # New KiDs oN tHe BLocK

«The Twenty Custom Collection in general struck me as possibly the most versatile, balanced 
cymbal in the Paiste assortment. It’s like the Twenty series and the Signature series combined. 
The Full Crash will probably become my “go-to” rig.»
RyaN HoyLe (Us) # L.a. stUDios

«The clarity & variation between the different models is very exciting. This is the sound of the 
next decade. Don’t be left behind!» 

RicKy LawsoN (Us) # sessioN GReat

«The Twenty Custom Collection series is the most diverse and musical range of cymbals that I've 
ever played. No matter what style of music I play these cymbals will deliver time after time. The 
tonal qualities of each cymbal is simply stunning.» 
cRaiG BLUNDeLL (UK) # iNDePeNDeNt

«I love the controlled, bright ping, the clear bell and the crystal sustain of the Metal Ride. And it’s 
not too loud. It integrates perfectly in the band sound without battling vocals and guitars. On top: 
cool brilliant finish. The Metal Hats are my favourite hats in the Paiste assortment. Warm sustain, 
clear chick sound and quickly responding. Well-suited for uptempo songs as well as ballads. They 
have everything a Speed Metal drummer needs.»
DaNi LöBLe (De) # HeLLoweeN

«Cymbals that sound as good as they look is a rarity. It's usually one or the other. When you connect 
with these cymbals, you experience an unrivaled synergy. A blend of traditional stylings and future 

sounds makes the Twenty Custom Collection the most relevant cymbals in my present set up.» 
PaUL staNeLy mcKeNZie (UK) # GoRiLLaZ soUND system

«I absolutely love the new Twenty Custom Collection line. Its crisp and warm tones are perfect 
for your everyday musical needs.» 

ReDGiNaLD «waLLy» NoRRis (Us) # iNDePeNDeNt

«Having been completely satisfied with my current arsenal of Paiste cymbals, I wasn't expecting the 
Twenty Custom Collection line when they arrived on my door step. I had no idea Paiste was planning 
to deliver anything new at all, but when I opened the box, the most perfect set of cymbals I'd ever own, 
just landed like saucers from space on my cymbal stands. I'm still trying to articulate the timeless feel 
and sound these cymbals have, not to mention their brilliant musicality. All I can honestly say is that 
since they arrived, they've been on every kit and at every session for the past five months. The way 
they record elicits comments from engineers every time and they play unbelievably well. I don't know 
of any other cymbal maker that's made anything remotely close to the new Twenty Custom Collection 
line. I'll be calling them the Cathartic Collection … Done!»
JasoN mcGeRR (Us) # DeatH caB FoR cUtie

«I really gravitated towards the Twenty Custom Collection because I'm a Giant Beat and 2002 player 
and these seem to have all the best elements of both. The Twenty Custom Collection Full Ride is it! 
I can “sidestick” whale on it and then change to pinging it and it cuts nicely. Keep an ear out for both 
the Twenty Masters and Custom Collections, you will not be anything less than blown away!»
JasoN moRRis (Us) # cRasH KiNGs

«Brilliant and powerful these Twenty Custom Collections cymbals are staggering. These are true art 
collections of colorful sounds with a deep knowledge for creative sonic genius. A status cymbal!» 

PRaiRie PRiNce (Us) # tHe tUBes

«I had the opportunity to test the Twenty Custom Collection extensively. The first thing I noticed is 
their extraordinary presence in the mix. They have an incredible finesse at moderate volume and 
great warmth, when played harder. They sound extremely precise without being aggressive. And 
they are definitely easy to control.»
Loic PoNtieUx (FR) # eDDy mitcHeLL

«One of the reasons that I choose to play and endorse Paiste cymbals is due to Paiste's ability to 
constantly re-invent themselves. Not only does Paiste reinvent themselves but they do it in a way 
that is consistent with the excellence that musicians expect and associate with the Paiste name 
above all others. The Twenty Custom Collection cymbals as a whole were no exception. They took 
the Twenty Series, a line of cymbals that I already loved, and made it 10 times better putting it in 
the best of the best of what Paiste has to offer.»
steVe siNatRa (Us) # NasHViLLe stUDios

«After already being a fan of the Twenty series, I am thrilled to see them offered in a series more 
suited to my type of playing. ALL Metal … ALL the time!» 

scott tRaVis (Us) # JUDas PRiest
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Facts
SIGNATURE «TRADITIONALS» 
ViNtaGe soUND FoR JaZZ, FUsioN & BeyoND

since: 1996
alloy: Proprietary signature Bronze

applications: Soft to medium loud settings • Live and recording 
• Classic to modern Jazz, Blues, Swing, Big Band, Country, 
Funk, Reggae, R&B and soul as well as Pop and moderate Rock 
• Also excellently suited for acoustic and vocal-oriented music 
and Percussive playing with sticks, mallets, or hands • Very well 
suited for classical applications and swelling accents

sound: Dark, broad, complex, warm, smoky, oriental and 
sparkling with special emphasis on volume control, dynamics 
and stick feel

SIGNATURE «DARK ENERGY» 
moDeRN soUND FoR JaZZ, FUsioN & BeyoND

since: 2004
alloy: Proprietary signature Bronze

applications: Soft to medium loud settings • Live and recording 
• Jazz, Swing, Blues, Latin, R&B, Pop, Country, moderate Rock 
• Also excellently suitable for acoustic music and classical 
settings and mallet rolls

sound: Dark, multi-layered, warm, crisp and rich with special 
emphasis on control, projection, balance and comfort for 
supreme playing feel

SIGNATURE «TRADITIONALS» 

RIDE 
light ride 20"/22"

CRASH 
thin Crash 16"/17"/18" 

HI-HAT 
Medium light hi-hat 14" 

CHINA 
Medium light swish 20"/22"

SIGNATURE «DARK ENERGY»

RIDE
light dark ride MK i 21" 
dark Energy ride MK i 20"/21"/22" 
dark Energy ride MK ii 20"/21"/22" 

CRASH
dark Energy Crash MK i 16"/17"/18"/19" 

HI-HAT 
light dark hats MK i 14" 
dark Energy hats MK i 13"/14" 

SPLASH 
dark Energy splash MK i 8"/10"

SIGNATUrE «trADitionAls» 
& «DArk enerGy»SIGNATUrE fAMily

«DARK ENERGY» RIDE MK I
«The Dark Energy Mark I Ride has 
a wonderful balance of a dry stick 
sound and a musical clarity that 
works in every situation. One of the 
questions I get asked most is 'What 
ride cymbal is that?'» 
cHaD wacKeRmaN (Us) 
# aLLaN HoLDswoRtH

«TRADITIONALS» THIN CRASH
«The Signature 'Traditionals' Thin Crashes have a fast 
attack and full bodied sound. They're dark and warm, 
yet they cut through beautifully, and open up fully with 
just the right amount of spread.»
PaUL weRtico (Us) # LaRRy coRyeLL tRio, 
miD-east/miD-west aLLiaNce

«DARK ENERGY» HATS MK I
«We prefer the Dark Energy Hats because of their distinct chick sound in 

combination with nice darkness and controlled volume. We like the bounce, 
when we let our sticks dance on the hats. Therefore Drumbassadors don’t 

understand why not every drummer in the world uses them.»
ReNÉ cReemeRs & wim De VRies (NL) # DRUmBassaDoRs

DANNy CArEy 
# tooL

THE QUEST FOr MUSICAL ExCELLENCE 
Forged from a proprietary bronze developed specifically for cymbals, 
handcrafted from start to finish by highly skilled Swiss craftsmen, 
conceived and executed according to uncompromising sound concepts, 
signature cymbals are instruments of unsurpassed quality for the 
discerning drummer’s quest for personal creativity and musical excellence.



LArry'S «THE 360° TouR» SIGNATUrE SErIES SET
14" HEAvy HI-HAT | 16" PoWER CRASH | 17" PoWER CRASH 
18" PoWER CRASH | 22" PoWER RIDE | 18" FuLL CRASH
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SAM O'SULLIVAN
U2 & LaRRy mULLeN's 
FaiRy GoDmotHeR
If there is one person, who knows Larry Mullen’s sound concept, 
equipment and demands on stage best, you have to mention Sam 
o’Sullivan. For more than 30 years he has worked for u2 caring 
Larry's drum kit in the studio and on-stage. As Crew Chief Sam 
allows you some insight to his on-stage work of u2’s spectacular 
360° tour. 

IS THERE Any DIFFEREnCE FoR you WoRkInG on A 360° 
STAGE TO A rEGULAr SHOW? 
The important issues are visuals for the audience, and the people 
at the rear of the 360 will need to see the band at all times. So we 
have to make sure all sight lines are not obstructed, that means 
speakers, amplifiers etc. have to be relocated under the stage. 
Larry's drum kit sits on a rotating riser that I will rotate during the 
show for some songs, so that he is playing directly to the audience 
at the rear of the 360.

WHAT IS yOUr DAILy bUSINESS DUrING A TOUr? 
As crew chief and drum tech I have many rolls. Firstly I work with all 
the instrument technicians to make sure they have their schedules 
for every day, and then deal with any problems technical or 
otherwise. Then of course I set up Larry's drum kit, tune, and then 
do a monitor check. All of the instrument technicians are players, 
so we play some u2 songs for the sound check, as the band may 
not sound check in every city. Then comes the show, and I work 
through the show as some drums have to be removed and replaced 
with other percussion like bongos, snare drum for different songs 

in the set. I sit very close to Larry as I communicate with him and 
the monitor engineer, who is located under the stage, as to certain 
EQ or level changes that Larry would require during the show. 

you ARE ALSo WoRkInG WITH u2 In THE STuDIo. WHAT ARE 
THE MAIN ASPECTS OF yOUr STUDIO WOrk?
yes, I'm also the band’s studio manager. They have a private studio 
located in Dublin. When any band member may decide to come in 
for a few days working on some ideas, or all four, I need to provide 
a recording engineer, catering etc. We have band equipment set up 
there, and a pro-tools set up, so if the band wants to record we are 
set-up and ready to record. That’s the luxury of owning a studio.

WHAT ArE THE MOST IMPOrTANT FACTOrS AbOUT yOUr jOb? 
AnD WHAT ARE LARRy'S SPECIFIC DEMAnDS?
The most important aspect of my job in the live situation is to 
maintain consistency on all aspects, like sound and mixes to his 
in-ears. Each song demands different levels, tonality, effects to 
make the artist comfortable while playing that particular song. 
We work all this out in rehearsals, and again in sound checks, so 
consistency is the key to a good show. 

WHAT IS THE bIGGEST FEAr OF A DrUM TECH?
I think mine would be if a bass drum head broke during a show. 
A snare drum head, and even a cymbal can be replaced easily 
enough, but a bass drum head … that would be a nightmare. 

WHAT WAS THE MOST FUNNy THING HAPPENED TO yOU ON 
STAGE?
Many tours ago Bono asked Larry to come to the front of the stage 
to perform an Eagles song «Tequila Sunrise» and he asked me to go 
on the drums. I knew the song, so that was not a problem. I really 
enjoyed playing with the band for that one song.

sam o'sULLiVaN tUNiNG LaRRy's DRUmKit at  
BRaNDeNBURGeR toR iN BeRLiN 2010

Facts
SIGNATURE & SIGNATURE «REFLECTOR» 
sUPReme soUND FoR mUsicaL exceLLeNce

since: 1989 & 2004
alloy: Proprietary signature Bronze

applications: Most volume settings • Live and recording 
• Wide range of music styles such as Pop, Rock, Hard 
Rock, Heavy metal, Funk, R&B, classic, avant-garde, 
Big Band, country, Blues and Gospel

sound: musical, transparent, beautiful, rich, colorful, 
full, clear, expressive sound • The range of models 
features everything from particularly delicate, well 
balanced and sensitive to expressive, potent and 
powerful and projective qualities

HI-HAT
Medium hi-hat 14" 
dark Crisp hi-hat 13"/14" 
heavy hi-hat 14" 
sound Edge hi-hat 13"/14"

SPLASH 
splash 6"/8"/10"/12" 

CHINA
thin China 16"/18" 
heavy China 18" 

SPECIAL SOUNDS
Flanger bell 12" 
Mega Cup Chime 13" 
Cool bell 8"

SIGNATURE 

RIDE 
dry Crisp ride 20" 
Full ride 20" 
dry heavy ride 21" 
blue bell ride 22" 

CRASH 
Mellow Crash 16"/18" 
Fast Crash 
14"/15"/16"/17"/18" 
Full Crash 
14"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20" 
power Crash 
16"/17"/18"/19"/20" 

SIGNATURE «REFLECTOR» 

RIDE 
refl. bell ride 20"/22" 

CRASH
refl. Full Crash 16"/18" 
refl. heavy Full Crash 
16"/17"/18"/19"/20"/22" 

HI-HAT 
refl. heavy Full hi-hat 14" 

SPLASH 
refl. splash 8"/10"

SIGNATUrE & siGNatURe «ReFLectoR»

LARRy'S «THE 360° TouR» SIGnATuRE SERIES SET
14" HeaVy Hi-Hat | 16" PoweR cRasH | 17" PoweR cRasH 
18" POWER CRASH | 22" POWER RIDE | 18" FULL CRASH

SIGNATURE DARK CRISP HI-HATS
«The 14” Signature Dark Crisp Hi-Hats are 
what I use about 90% of the time. In the studio 
and/or live I know that I’m always covered. 
They can be light and pretty and then the next 
minute, mean and nasty! Dare I say they sound 
“classy”? Because they DO!» 
JosH FReese (Us) # DeVo, weeZeR

«REFLECTOR» HEAVY FULL CRASH
«The Signature 'Reflector' Heavy Full Crashes are amazing! I can use 
these cymbals in clubs & arenas as well as in the studio. I can always 
depend on them to get the job done. If you are as serious about 
drumming as I am you should check these cymbals out.»
DeaN BUtteRwoRtH (Us) # GooD cHaRLotte

SIGNATURE FULL CRASH
«The Full Crash is by far the most musical crash cymbal line I 
have ever played or heard. The range is extremely consistent 
as you go up or down in size, and the bell and body tones are 
fantastic! There is no noise in the Signature Full Crash. In my 
opinion, these cymbals are positively melodic. I have sworn by 
them for years, and I love every one of mine!»
DaVe mcaFFe (Us) # toBy KeitH

Interview 
by Christian Wenzel
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bela b (de)
# die ärzte

ritchie barshay (us)
# esperanza spalding

nicko mcbrain (uk)
# iron maiden

jason bowld (uk) 
# pitchshifter

paul brochu (ca)
# gregory charles

mario calire (us) 
# ozomatli

stewart copeland (us) 
# the police

mikkey dee (se) 
# motörhead

johnny dee (us)
# doro

ian froman (us) 
# metalwood

thomas götz (de) 
# beatsteaks

hena habegger (ch)
# gotthard

tris imboden (us)
# chicago

stacy jones (us) 
# miley cyrus

alexander manyakin (ru) 
# kipelov

roy martin (uk) 
# patricia kaas

pat mastelotto (us)
# king crimson

gianluca palmieri (it)
# greg howe

david palmer (us) 
# rod stewart

doane perry (us)
# jethro tull

bobby previte (us)
# solo percussionist

oleg pungin (ru) 
# mumiy troll

davide ragazzoni (it)
# angelo branduardi

scott rockenfield (us) 
# queensryche

stefan schwarzmann (de)
# accept

george schwindt (us)
# flogging molly

freddy steady (ch) 
# krokus

tico torres (us)
# bon jovi

allan tschicaja (dk)
# pretty maids

stephen van haestregt (nl) 
# my favourite scar

paul walsham (uk) 
# hurts

salvijus zeymis (lt)
# rojaus tüzai

SIGNATUrE series Artists
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Facts
since: 1971
alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as “2002 Bronze”

applications: Medium soft to very loud settings • 
Live and recording • Classic Rock, Blues, Punk, 
Hard Rock, Heavy metal & most modern metal 
styles, crossover, country Rock, ska, Rockabilly, 
Funk, R&B, soul, Gospel and modern hybrids rooted 
in those styles

sound: Brilliant, clear, warm, strong, musical and 
very precise with high energy levels and powerfully 
reliable projection

RIDE 
ride 20"/22"/24" 
heavy ride 20"/22" 
power ride 20"/22" 

CRASH 
thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19" 
Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/
20"/22"/24" 
Medium 16"/18"/20"
power Crash 
16"/17"/18"/19"/20" 
Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20" 

HI-HAT 
Medium hi-hat 14"/15" 
heavy hi-hat 14" 
Wild hats 14"
sound Edge hi-hat 13"/14"/15" 

SPLASH 
splash 8"/10"/11"/12" 
Wild splash 10" 

CHINA 
China type 16"/18"/20" 
novo China type 18"/20" 
Wild China 15"/17"/19"

SPECIAL SOUNDS 
accent Cymbal 4"/6"/8" 
Cup Chime 
5"/5.5"/6"/6.5"/7"/7.5"/8" 
bell Chime 6"

LEGENDAry SOUND FOr 
rOCk & bEyOND
The legendary cymbals that defined the sound of generations of 
drummers since the early days of Rock. the present 2002 is built on the 
foundation of the original classic cymbals and is expanded by modern 
sounds for today’s progressive popular music.

2002 series

POWER RIDE
«Shuffle, cut shuffle, or monkey beat, the 2002 
Power Ride lays the rich foundation that you 
can build on. Each stroke creates a perfect bed 
to spring from and lay some wood.» 
FRaNK BeaRD (Us) # ZZ toP

SOUND EDGE HI-HAT
«I'm a musician that loves classic sounds and 
grooves. The 2002 Sound Edge Hi-Hats gives me 
a classic "live" wash and definition that is totally 
the best in the studio or live. I appreciate the stick 
definition and the even wash that completes my 
approach to the drums. I choose 2002 Sound 
Edge for MY art and expression.»
FRaNKLiN VaNDeRBiLt (Us) 
# LeNNy KRaVitZ

CRASH
«The 2002 series was my first and favorite 
Paiste series for many years. 2002 delivers 
a clear, loud and distinctive sound, perfect 
for both live and studio work. Their durability 
and long term clarity make them a sound 
investment for any drummer.»
Vom RitcHie (De) # Die toteN HoseN

NATHAN FOLLOWILL 
# KiNGs oF LeoN
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ALEx GONZáLEZ & 2002
RocK eN esPañoL
Three decades together, album sales over 24 million, 8 Grammys, 
9 Billboard Music awards, 5 MTv video awards … with all these 
monumental achievements, one would think that Maná would like 
to kick back for a while. not a chance. 2011 will see the release of 
their 8th studio album and their dynamic drummer Alex González 
says they’re more excited than ever. This enthusiasm the band 
possesses after all these years, transfers easily to everyone 
attending a Maná show-regardless of languages spoken. It’s 
their energy and love for music that makes them one of the most 
exciting live shows in the world. 

Since he began playing drums, Alex’s cymbal of choice was Paiste. 
His early influences were the kingpins of Paiste’s 2002 line. John 
Bonham, keith Moon, Alex van Halen and Stewart Copeland all 
had a way of steering Alex to his life-long dedication to the Swiss 
cymbalsmiths. As Alex puts, it, «I would be playing these cymbals, 
regardless of whether I had an endorsement relationship.»

ALEx, REMEMBER 1991 AT THE P.A.S. ConvEnTIon AnD I RAn 
InTo you In An ELEvAToR WITH youR ARMS FuLL oF PAISTES.
(laughs) yes! I’d just bought all those cymbals at the booth that was 
handling your sales, we exchanged numbers and you signed me 
right after that! Soon after, you came down to Mexico and we did 
those clinics together, all around the country. So much fun and I’ve 
met so many great people along the way.

you’RE TRuLy A STAPLE In THE PAISTE ARTIST FAMILy. IT’S A 
MuTuAL ADMIRATIon CLuB, FoR SuRE. ALEx, TALk ABouT 
yOUr bEGINNINGS WITH THE 2002 LINE?
I actually began using them around 1983, when I could finally afford 
them! I was using 505s before that, but I always wanted to play 2002s 
because of hearing so many drummers I admired playing them. I just 
loved the way they sounded and still do, to this day. I always say my 
relationship with Paiste really began in 1983. I love the versatility of 
the 2002s and they work well for many of the different styles of music 
we play. The Sound Edge hats revolutionized my playing … I was 
blown away when I first heard them. 

I kNOW THAT WHEN WE FIrST MET, yOU HAD jUST PUrCHASED 
youR FIRST SET oF SIGnATuRES. you’vE BASICALLy PLAyED 
ALL THE vARIouS LInES ovER THE yEARS, BuT noW, you’vE 
COME FULL CIrCLE, PLAyING ALL 2002s AGAIN, rIGHT?
That’s right … ironically, in 2002, I began using them again 
exclusively. I just love their sound and feel. you know, we’re in the 
studio now, working on what I feel is our most diverse record. 

At one point, I had 108 cymbals in the studio and had fun mixing 
different sound colors from various lines, for each song. I have 
pictures of me, surrounded by all those Paistes … kinda like a 
cymbal Buddha! once we get back on tour playing live, I feel 
confident that I can get all the sound, projection and colors I need, 
using 2002s. 

WHAT AbOUT CrASHES AND CHINAS?
The 2002 chinas are just the perfect, classic china sound. That 
great oriental, exotic effect that just explodes immediately upon 
impact … I love it. Crashes, I’m using the Power Crashes - 19s and 
20s. I hit pretty hard, so the bigger sizes project great in the bigger 
venues. Also, I LovE the 2002 Medium. you can use it as a crash, 
as a crash-ride, even as a ride cymbal for an alternate ride sound. 
Really, a very versatile cymbal.

IN THEIr INCEPTION, DUE TO ASSOCIATIONS WITH ICONS 
LIkE bONHAM AND MOON, THE 2002s bECAME kNOWN AS 
THE SouGHT-AFTER CyMBAL FoR RoCk PLAyInG. noW 
HERE you ARE 30 yEARS LATER PLAyInG THESE HISToRICAL 
INSTrUMENTS, WITH yOUr OWN FANS WHO LOOk TO yOU FOr 
THEIR InSPIRATIon. TALk ABouT THAT.
I think what a musician chooses to play-which instruments they 
choose to associate with, becomes an extension of their voice. 
It represents their way of expressing themselves and who they 
are. It shows how you conduct yourself, both as an artist and as a 
businessperson. So, making a decision to become an endorsee of 
a company should be taken very seriously. Even if you get offered 
free gear, which is tempting at times, you should really think 
about whether it’s what you really want to play. I’ll tell you, I’ve 
gotten calls from other companies, offering me more than you can 
imagine, but my sound and identity is Paiste. Many drummers come 
up to me and ask about my instruments, so I’m glad I made that 
decision wisely. I’m very proud of my associations.
 
RIGHT on … vERy WELL PuT. you knoW, PAISTE WAS THE 
FIRST To uTILIZE THE B8 ALLoy WHEn MAkInG THE 2002S … 
onE oF MAny FIRSTS FoR THEM. noW, oTHER CoMPAnIES 
HAvE FoLLoWED, uTILIZInG B8, BuT IT WAS THE 2002s THAT 
CARRIED THE FIRST PATEnT.
I think the biggest compliment one can have is when they’re being 
copied. They want to be as good as you. The thing is, they can try 
but there’s nothing like the original. 2002 is the true original and I’m 
excited to take them on my travels again this year. We’ll travel the 
world together!

chuck burgi (us)
# billy joel

patrick carney (us) 
# the black keys

randy ebright (mx) 
# molotov

michael ehre (de) 
# firewind, uli roth

jerry gaskill (us)
# king's x

nigel glockler (uk)
# saxon

ian haugland 
# europe

gordy knudtson (us)
# steve miller band

matt lettley (uk)
# status quo

gas lipstick (fi) 
# him

carlos mcswain (us) 
# snoop dogg

jukka nevalainen (fi) 
# nightwish

elohim corona nobles (mx)
# moderatto

ian paice (uk) 
# deep purple

phil rudd (nz) 
# ac/dc

jakob sinn (de)
# revolverheld

jeremy thompson (us)
# nashville pussy

alex van halen (us)
# van halen

narada michael walden (us) 
# jeff beck

flo weber (de)
# sportfreunde stiller

2002 series Artists
Interview  
by Rich Mangicaro
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vINTAGE rOCk SOUND
these venerable cymbals – developed during the 1960’s rapid 
expansion of popular music – were faithfully recreated and re-launched 
by Paiste in 2005. Giant Beat cymbals offer the big, warm, brilliant 
vintage sound that takes you straight back to the roots of Rock.

Facts
since: 1967 (reintroduced in 2005)
alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»

applications: Soft to loud settings • Live and recording • Blues, 
Rock ’n’ Roll, Beat music, Rock, country

sound: Bright and warm with a multilayered, full, dark, glassy 
splendid presence and a wonderfully loose, lively and big feel

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
giant beat 18"/20"/24" 

HI-HAT 
hi-hat 14"/15"

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL 24"
«I love the integrated sound of the Giant Beat 24". The dynamic range is 
an admired feature, the medium thin weight allows for a washy crash, a 
beautiful mallet swell to a sustaining dark Jazz ride. When you really lay 

into a ride cymbal groove, it remains controlled and not too lively. With it's 
balanced and responsive feel, the Giant Beat 24" is my  

favorite crash/ride in my bag.» 
RyaN caRmaN  

# Rocco DeLUca & tHe BURDeN

HI-HAT
«When you’re looking for the perfect 
combination of chick, wash, swish, tick 
and slosh … Look no further than Giant 
Beat Hi-Hats. They are a finely tuned 
instrument that feel good and fit perfectly 
in any situation. Splendid indeed.»
PatRicK KeeLeR 
# tHe RacoNteURs

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL 20"
«The 20'' Giant Beat explodes when you 
crash it and then it's gone, very very quick, 
great for live playing and even better for 
recording. In the studio I want my cymbals to 
sound full and musical, to work together with 
the drums, Giant Beats give me what I need.» 
BoBBy RoNDiNeLLi # tHe LiZaRDs

GIANT bEAT series

Tony «THunDER» SMITH 
# LoU ReeD
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LUkA vAN DE POEL (NL) 
# DewoLFF
Passion, energy and style! these are three attributes that describe the Dutch 
three-headed rock band Dewolff and their teenage drummer Luka van de Poel. 
Luka founded Dewolff with his brother Pablo and Hammond organist Robin 
Piso in 2007 and within one year this young trio released their self-titled eP, and 
the trio’s story of success began. Dewolff’s music is a mix of classic rock and 
psychedelic gospel yet their live shows bring the spirit and mesmerizing energy 
of the late 60s and early 70s. the band’s overwhelming success resulted in 
more than a hundred concerts and national TV appearances throughout 2008. 

after releasing their debut album “strange Fruits and Undiscovered Plants” 
Robin, Pablo and Luka spread their interplay of funky roots rock with blues, 
soul, and psychedelic ballads throughout the country and beyond the Dutch 
border. the highlight of the successful tour was their performance at the 
legendary Pinkpop Festival. in January, 2011 Dewolff’s second studio album 
“orchards/Lupine” was released, following by a sold out tour throughout the 
Netherlands.

Luka first picked up the drumsticks at the age of eight. Luka, who is also a 
passionate collector of vinyl records gives homage to legends like Buddy Rich, 
mitch mitchell, John Bonham and Ginger Baker. He also adds art Blakey (Jazz 
messengers), Ralph molina (Neil young’s crazy Horse), John Densmore (the 
Doors), Mario Goossens (Triggerfinger), Patrick Carney (The Black Keys), and 
Jack White (White Stripes/Dead Weather) along his list of influences. 

Luka’s cymbal setup consists of real classic models: «since i started playing 
drums i used to thrash my cymbals, destroying one after another, until i began 
using the 24" Giant Beat. and dang, they just can't seem to break! Besides, 
i also adore that gigantic wall-of-sound, which grooves yet stays in control 
to give my 20" Giant Beat as well as my 15" 2002 sound edge Hi-Hat the 
opportunity to ring.»

IrA ELLIOT (Us)
# NaDa sURF
ira elliot is neither a stranger to music nor the importance of music history in general. this New 
york city native grew up around music thanks to his mother who was a big band singer, and to 
his sister who constantly listened to music in their home. ira’s an avid fan of vinyl, in particular 
Beatles vinyl which he states is the «centerpiece of my little apartment collection».

ira’s 1st serious musical project was with a garage band the Fuzztones. after a brief stint 
with them ira worked the New york circuit with a number of musical projects until connecting 
with a few old friends to join Nada surf. «when we started out our music, which until then had 
been categorized as college Rock, had just become rechristened as alternative which then 
became indie at some point. some folks put us in the Power Pop category, which is not too far 
off the mark i suppose but basically we’re a guitar band who like to write catchy tunes about 
relationships (and occasionally about fruit flies). We’ve been touring pretty regularly since 1996 
and we’ve been slowly growing an audience, predominantly in the Us and europe.»

ira has been a loyal Giant Beat user since 2005. He proudly uses the 15" Hats, 18", 20" and 
24" Multi «the classic Bonham configuration» as ira likes to call them. «Being both a vintage 
gear nerd and a classic rock dude i’d been researching the Giant Beats for some time, and 
when I say researching I mean unsuccessfully trying to find vintage ones on Ebay, so when they 
were re-introduced in 2005 i jumped right on it.»

ira continues, «they’re on the thinner side, which gives them warmth at lower volumes and an 
explosive quality that cuts through at higher volumes. Listen to the first few Zeppelin albums- 
that’s exactly what they sound like. the 24" multi is one of the greatest crash cymbals of all 
time. It’s just spectacular. If I could only save one cymbal out of a fire, that would be the one.» 

«Give 'em a listen in the sound room … and speaking of which, i just wanna tell you how much 
i like the soundroom feature on the Paiste site. it's been such a valuable tool for choosing 
cymbals. the samples are really accurate and make it incredibly easy, for example, to a/B 
cymbal sounds against recordings. i'll play a song on my computer and crash along using 
various samples until I find one that's similar and I've yet to be disappointed by the results.»

luis campos (us) 
# collinz room

robin dimaggio (us)
# lopez tonight

john fay (ca) 
# the tragically hip

masafumi minato (jp) 
# a

dennis holt (us)
# nashville studios

grant hutchison (us) 
# frightened rabbit

jimmy keegan (us)
# spock's beard

ryan macmillan (us)
# matchbox twenty

nick mason (uk)
# pink floyd

orpheo mccord (us) 
# edward sharpe & the 
magnetic zeros

sammy merendino (us) 
# cyndi lauper

lou molino (us)
# yoso

olly peacock (uk) 
# gomez

simon ramseier (ch)
# lovebugs

kevin rice (us)
# miranda cosgrove

yoshi shimada (us)
# bo diddley

jason smith (us)
# jason smith trio

hjalte thygesen (dk) 
# grand avenue

enzo todesco (us) 
# mansour

mark walker (us)
# berklee college of music

GIANT bEAT series Artists
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HI-HAT
«The RUDE Hi-Hat is the most explosive and brutal hi-hat I 

have ever played. 100% fantastic control of that dirty sounding 
cymbal gives me as much noise as I need. Now I know exactly 

why most metal drummers choose the best one!» 
iNFeRNo (PL) # BeHemotH

WILD CRASH
«The RUDE Wild Crash … it's 
as if I plugged into an amplifier 
when I hit this cymbal. The sound 
is powerful, yet smooth. If a 
diamond made a sound when 
you hit it … it would sound like a 
RUDE Wild.»
cHaRLie BeNaNte (Us)
# aNtHRax

CRASH/RIDE
«Undoubtedly Paiste cymbals are the 
best in the world. The RUDE Crash/Ride 
not only sustains my abuse, it's got the 
best ring of any other cymbal I've ever 
played. Slipknot wouldn't sound the 
same without them. Thanks Paiste!»
Joey JoRDisoN (Us) # sLiPKNot

THE OrIGINAL PUNk & METAL SOUND
These definitely different cymbals were inspired by the revolution of punk  
and metal during the late 1970s. RUDe continues to be the leading choice 
of sound for raw, merciless and powerful musical energy in Rock, metal,  
and Punk.

rUDE series

Facts

since: 1980
alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»

applications: Medium loud to extremely loud • Live and 
recording • Punk, Heavy Metal, Hard Rock, Rock/Metal 
crossover styles & Derivatives, and contemporary styles rooted 
in/or similar to those styles

sound: Raw, metallic, powerful, lively, sparkling, bright, icy and 
energetic with heavy mid-range harmonics and powerful, cutting 
characteristics

RIDE 
ride/Crash 20"
power ride 20" 
Mega power ride 24"

CRASH 
thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20" 
Crash/ride 16"/17"/18"/19" 
Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20" 

HI-HAT 
hi-hat 14" 
Wild hats 14"
sound Edge hi-hat 14" 

SPLASH 
splash 10" 

CHINA 
China 18"/20" 
novo China 18"/20"

AQUILES PrIESTEr
# HaNGaR
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tommy aldridge (us)
# thin lizzy

felix bohnke (de) 
# edguy, avantasia

paul bostaph (us) 
# testament

jordan burns (us) 
# strung out

ivan busic (br)
# dr. sin

matt byrne (us) 
# hatebreed

peeter jogioja (ee)
# independent

dante (uk)
# venom

john dolmayan (us)
# system of a down

gordon heckaman (us)
# powerman 5000

hellhammer (no)
# mayhem

horgh (no)
# immortal

bobby jarzombek (us)
# halford

norman lonhard (de)
# triptykon

john macaluso (us) 
# independent

andre marcio (br) 
# eminence

phil martini (uk)
# the quireboys

marky ramone (us)
# the ramones

sir g. (de)
# die apokalyptischen 
reiter

charlie zeleny (us) 
# behold the arctopus

rUDE series Artists

DAvE LoMBARDo'S
RUDe exPeRieNce
If you ask any fan of Metal music – whether they be an avid listener 
of the genre or a practitioner making their own mark – one band 
seems to be revered by all – Slayer. virtually every Metal band 
working today hails Slayer as one of their biggest influences. 
Remarkably, especially in these volatile times, Slayer is still goin’ 
strong, selling out huge venues and releasing new recordings. Their 
drummer, Dave Lombardo has been there since the beginning. If 
you’ve kept track of any reader’s or critic’s polls over the years, 
Dave is listed the major influence of every drummer playing Metal 
music. His incredible double-bass drum chops, blazing speed and 
powerful style has turned on millions of drummers worldwide, 
including most notably, the massively admired Joey Jordison of 
Slipknot, who affirms Dave as his main influence.

DAvE, HoW DID you DISCovER PAISTE’S RuDE SERIES?
When I was about 15, I would rent cymbals from the local pawn 
shops, so I could jam with friends and what I noticed was that 
Paiste was the only cymbal that wouldn’t break. I always respected 
that dependability so when I finally got my first professional kit, 
Guitar Center on Sunset Boulevard was selling a Tama set that 
came with Paiste Rudes. That was my first introduction to those 
cymbals. At first, they were almost too loud, but I loved them, 
‘cause they cut through. I’ve been spoiled ever since. There’s a 
brilliance with Paiste and every other brand sounds dull to me. not 
to mention the durability. I still have my first ride.

WHAT WAS yOUr FIrST rECOrDING SESSION AND DID yOU USE 
THE rUDES?
June of 1983, I had just graduated high school and did the first 
Slayer record. We were out on tour, by 1984. I did use the Rudes 
but they were so loud, the engineer at that time didn’t know how 
to record a band at that volume. So when I first tracked, they made 
me tape the cymbals! Afterwards, I had to overdub all my cymbal 
parts. I had to go back, set up just my cymbals and try to remember 
ALL my hits, patterns, crashes … it was a nightmare! Imagine doing 
that?! Pretty funny, at my age that the first session I’d ever did, to 
have to do that. If you listen to that record with this in mind, you 
can hear it. 

AMAZInG. I CAn’T IMAGInE HoW DIFFICuLT THAT MuST HAvE 
BEEn. DID THEy FInALLy FIGuRE ouT THAT ISSuE, BuT youR 
SECOND rECOrD?
yes … they got it together by then. We actually recorded our next 
album in ’84, right after we toured the first one. Also, it was on that 
first tour, that I got to visit the Paiste factory and see how they 
were made, which was incredible. Every drummer should make 
an effort to do this, at some point in their career. you really get an 
appreciation for the old-world craft of cymbal making and see just 
how much handwork goes into a Paiste cymbal. 

DAvE, DO yOU rEMEMbEr WHEN yOU FIrST bEGAN NOTICING 
HOW yOUr ENDOrSEMENT AFFILIATION AFFECTED OTHEr 
DrUMMErS? WHEN DID yOU FIrST rEALIZE THIS?
I guess I didn’t make that connection right away, that it was solely 
me influencing other players. I remember guys coming up to me 
saying “Paiste rules”, stuff like that. What I do remember though 
when we played festivals with other bands on the bill, the other 
drummers would always come up to me. I was the only one playing 
Paiste Rudes and they would always comment on how the cymbals 
cut. I think this did make an impact on expanding the Rude’s 
popularity. I eventually began noticing more drummers playing them.

WELL, I rEMEMbEr ONE vEry WELL-kNOWN DrUMMEr, WHO 
you InFLuEnCED … AnTHRAx’S CHARLIE BEnAnTE!
yes, I do remember him telling me that he played the Rudes after 
hearing me with them. He’ll tell you how much he loves how they 
cut. Those cymbals basically make our job much easier.

THAT WAS THE WHOLE IDEA … TO MAkE yOUr jOb OF PLAyING 
AT A HIGH-vOLUME, EASIEr AND TO INSUrE THAT yOUr 
CyMBALS WITHSTAnD THE DEMAnD oF THAT.
you know, I’ll never forget back then, Paiste had a catalog that 
showed the proper way to hit a cymbal. It showed the anatomy 
of a cymbal, the proper mounting angle, the right way to strike it, 
the wrong way … I learned a lot from that. That taught me how to 
mount my cymbals and I began noticing that I wouldn’t get what 
I wanted out of the cymbal, if I didn’t strike them properly. I really 
think this was invaluable and helped my cymbals last longer. 
 
IT’S REALLy GREAT THAT you REMEMBER THAT AnD STATED IT 
HERE. DAvE, SPEAkInG oF CyMBAL CARE, TALk A BIT ABouT 
THE RoLE oF youR DRuM TECH.
Good question … I think that techs aren’t given enough credit. They 
not only take care of our gear, they also influence what we use. I’ve 
gotten ideas from them a lot, over the years. Also, proper storage 
and transport of my gear is really in their hands, so they really 
become experts in maintaining instruments and insuring longevity. 
I also think it’s important that you don’t rely on them entirely – you 
should still have that connection with your instruments, on and off 
stage. I’ve learned a lot from my techs over the years.

GooD PoInT. FoRGIvE THE Pun, BuT THEIR JoB CAn BE 
PRETTy RuDE AT TIMES, So THEy nEED To BE APPRECIATED.
Ha! So true. I’ll say this … a drummer armed with Paiste Rudes 
combined with the knowledge of proper cymbal care can handle 
any heavy gig thrown at them!

 Interview  
by Rich Mangicaro
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Facts
since: 1991 (completely revamped in 2006 & 2010)
alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»

applications: All volume settings • Live and 
recording • Rock, Metal, Pop, Country, Latin, R&B 
and general use in a variety of music styles

sound: Bright, crisp, energetic, powerful, and 
cutting with clarity, warmth, and tonal definition

RIDE 
Full ride 20" 
groove ride 21" 
rock ride 20"/22"/24"
Metal ride 20"

CRASH 
thin Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"
thin swiss Crash 18"
Medium Crash 14"/16"/18"
Medium swiss Crash 18" 
rock Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
Metal Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT 
Medium hats 13"/14" 
rock hats 14"/15"
sound Edge hi-hat 14"
Metal Edge hats 14" 

SPLASH 
thin splash 8"/10"
Metal splash 10"/12"

CHINA 
China 14"/16"/18"
rock China 18"

MEDIUM SWISS CRASH
«As soon as I tested out the new Alpha Brilliant Swiss Crashes at 

the 2011 NAMM show, I knew that they were revolutionary. They are 
unparalleled in their genre. The cymbals are EXPLOSIVE and TRASHY 
in a great way! They combine brilliance with durability and style; Every 

drummer's dream.» 
steVeN sPeNce (Us) # BLacK tiDe

ROCK HATS
«Forget the rest, I've found the best! The 
Alpha Brilliant Rock Hats have it all.» 
RUsseLL GiLBRooK (UK)
# URiaH HeeP

METAL CRASH
«There's only one cymbal that can 
deliver a sonic Death Punch. The 
Paiste Alpha Metal Crash is for 
extreme music, the true Alpha of 
cymbals!»
JeRemy sPeNceR (Us) 
# FiVe FiNGeR DeatH PUNcH

THE SMArT CHOICE FOr SErIOUS SOUND
modern high energy cymbals manufactured using top-notch hi-tech 
processes, enhanced by traditional hand hammering, and hand polished  
to a mirror perfect finish for unsurpassed quality, first class sound and 
musicality.

ALPHA series

COADy WILLIS
DALE CrOvEr 
# tHe meLViNs
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mike alonso (us)
# electric six

bobby amaro (us)
# nude

mike ambrose (us)
# set your goals

steve asheim (us) 
# deicide

marko atso (es)
# metsatöll

nick barker (uk)
# sadistic intent

jesse caraballo (us) 
# mark anthony

peter carstens (de) 
# turbostaat

ben carter (uk)
# evile

chix with stix (za) scott churilla (us)
# supersuckers

janne parviainen (fi)
# ensiferum

chris dalley (us)
# voodoo glow skulls

dango (us)
# amber pacific

ed dutton (uk) 
# rolo tomassi

merlin ettore (de)
# solo artist

ryan folden (us)
# after midnight project

cote foncea (cl) 
# lucybell

stefano ghigliano (it) 
# stigma

diego «grom» meraviglia (us)
# testing tomorrow

ALPHA series Artists

anders jivarp (se)
# dark tranquility

gunnar ritter (de) 
# blind

job (fr) 
# tagada jones

jose jusino (pr)
# tito

mike luce (us)
# drowning pool

simon mckay (us) 
# the agonist

aaron mcveigh (us)
# foxy shazam

ivann michel (us) 
# pastilla

kevin murphy (us)
# randy houser

orfeas (gr) 
# suicidal angels

tommy portimo (fi) 
# sonata arctica

emedin rivera (us) 
# independent

brad roberts (us)
# gwar

samu ruotsalainen (fi) 
# finntroll

philipp schadebrodt (de) 
# eisblume

niki skistimas (us) 
# krashkarma

gergely tarin (hu)
# ektomorf

ralph tosoni (ch) 
# ql

dave witte (us)
# municipal waste

phee (us)
# fireflight
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ELIAS MALLIN (Us) 
# Ke$Ha
in a rather short time span elias mallin has surrounded himself  
in some very impressive musical settings. a few of elias's musical 
acheivements consist of working with chicago's electro-rock 
band Kill Hannah, the Heavy Rock/Hip-Hop inspired group 
Hollywood Undead, and he's currently working with the Popstar 
sensation Ke$ha.

elias talks about his recent musical endeavor. «with Ke$ha, i’m 
playing tons of electronics and triggering everything making it 
sound exactly like the record. i knew nothing of electronics when 
i stepped into this gig so the pressure was on to get it right. the 
Pop world moves much faster than the Rock world. there is so 
much promo, tV, award shows, etc … in my experience with the 
rock world you get a schedule and stick to it. with an artist that 
keeps blowing up as fast as she is, things constantly change 
and one day you're in Japan, the next day L.a., and the next day 
Dubai or something.»

«the alphas are exactLy what i need for a gig like this. i need 
super loud crashes that sound great and cut through the loud 
thump of everything. sometimes with the craziness on stage 
other people grab sticks and beat on my cymbals with me so 
it's super important to have a cymbal that's durable as well. our 
front of house engineer is always thanking me for my cymbal 
choice. it's much easier on her to get the over heads to be 
heard. i’ve used alphas with KH, HU, and now Ke$ha and they 
always give me that big crash sound live that i love.»

Elias Mallin's Ke$ha set-up: 20" Rock Crash, 14" Rock Hats, 18" 
Rock crash (2x), and a 19" Rock crash

ELOy CASAGrANDE (BR)
# aNDRe matos
Brazil’s eloy casagrande picked up his 1st pair of drumsticks at the age of seven and 
within a half of a decade he won an acclaimed award at the BatUKa international 
Drum Fest, the biggest festival of south america. the following year (2005), the 
young native of sao Paulo was invited to perform in recognition as the undiscovered 
drummer at the prestigious modern Drummer Festival … eloy was 14 years old.

immediately following his earth shattering performance, eloy became an overnight 
sensation throughout south america and the rest of the world. He appeared on many 
tV shows in Brazil and conducted numerous clinics and workshops before landing 
the gig with Brazilian superstar andre matos. with andre, eloy has released two cDs 
in which both charted at #1 in Brazil, #10 in Japan, Germany, italy, and slovakia. eloy 
has toured the world twice in support of each release performing in front of millions 
of people. that’s a pretty damn good track record for a drummer who’s yet to turn 
21. 

eloy has been a loyal alpha user since 2006 and we asked him about his alpha set 
up. «I use a 14" Sound Edge Hi-Hat, 18" & 20" Rock Crashes, 10" Thin Splash, 14" 
Medium Hi-Hat Top stacked on top of my 18" Rock China, 21" Groove Ride, 18" 
Rock china and a 20" metal crash. i play in different musical situations, like metal, 
Pop, samba, and i never change my cymbal set-up. these cymbals are perfect for 
any situation. i love the 14" sound edge Hi-Hat because they sound amazing in the 
studio and live, and they have an incredible projection. another cymbal that is always 
with me is the 21" Groove Ride, i use it in Heavy metal gigs and in Pop gigs i use as 
crash/ride, it is very versatile. the 20" metal crash is perfect for loud situations, it 
cuts through the guitars, has an amazing projections and it is my new favorite crash.»

«sound engineers often comment about the sound of the cymbals saying how they 
sound incredible and are easy to mix with the music. the sound of the cymbals are 
so perfect, rich, musical, i don’t have even words to describe. when a Paiste cymbal 
is played everybody stops what they are doing to listen to it.» 

TIM IvANOv (RU)
# iNDePeNDeNt
In 2008, the Russian breakout performer of the year was crowned to the bright, 
outstanding drummer - tim ivanov. this gifted musician won two of the biggest Russian 
drum competitions: the International Drummers Contest in 2008 (Muztorg) and the 
Roland V-Drums contest in 2009. winning these prestigious competitions hurled him 
into celebrity status and the following year he judged the same drum contests he won 
and performed in at Russia's biggest international music exhibition, music moscow. 
ivanov is also very popular on the web for his internet drum videos. 

young and bold, tim immediately became popular because of his unforgettable style 
of drumming. He possesses a powerful diverse technique in combination with an 
impressive and high standard of showmanship during his live performances. currently 
ivanov participates in tV shows, music videos, studio sessions, freelance gigs with 
other musical projects, and plays in two popular bands that are different styles from one 
another; stardown, (metal) and Loc-Dog (hip-hop). when tim has some time to spare he 
hosts drum clinics and master classes. 

tim’s aggressive energetic manner of playing is one of the highlights of any show he’s 
involved with and his performances are a long-lasting memory for all those who witness 
it. His visual impact on stage has not come unnoticed for tim is in high demand as 
a live-performing drummer. Recently, ivanov was invited to join in a duet with one of 
the most famous Russian entertainers DJ Pavel Volya, participating in a daily show on 
national tV. today, tim ivanov and Pavel Volya perform and tour across Russia and 
throughout the world.

«I've always loved Paiste,» Tim says. «My very first cymbal was a Paiste and I was so 
happy when i bought it. so imagine how happy i was to join the Paiste Family in 2010! 
… my dream came true.»

tim’s alpha set-up: 13" medium Hats, 14" medium Hats, 16" thin crash, 17" thin 
Crash, 18" Rock Crash, 19" Rock Crash, 21" Groove Ride, 14" China, 16" China

lux (Us)
# NeKRomaNtix
try to picture this. Picture a young, humble, and petite 
girl that stands about five feet tall and weighs no more 
than one hundred pounds. then picture her shredding 
on a double bass drum kit playing extremely fast blast 
beats wearing 5" stiletto heels. 

that picture you envision really exists. say hello to  
lux. co-founder of the thrash/death metal band sacred 
storm and current drummer for the well-established 
psychobilly band Nekromantix. 

Look up «Lux Drummerette» on youtube and you 
immediately see why Nekromantix sought after this 
southern california native. Her intensity and blazing 
speed on the drums is one to behold and thanks to 
Nekromantix’s dedicated world-wide “psycho” fan 
base, lux has toured across the United states, canada, 
Russia, Germany, spain, italy, and Finland.

lux uses a fairly wide range of Paiste cymbals ranging 
from 2002, signature, twenty custom, and the ever 
explosive alpha metal crashes. «Right now i’m  
using 17", 18" & 19" Alpha Metal Crashes on my kit 
and these crashes are so powerful, loud, and they cut 
through the loud and heavy music of Nekromantix. 
i absolutely love my Paiste cymbals and the Paiste 
sound. i like to think that i "grew up" the day i traded in 
my beginner cymbals for Paiste cymbals.»
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SOUND FUSION OF QUALITy AND vALUE
the fusion of swiss cymbal sound know-how with German hi-tech 
expertise. Pst cymbals represent a breakthrough combination of quality 
and value, and convince with superior sound and appearance.

PST 5 & PST 3 series

Facts

PST 5
since: 2005

alloy: CuSn8 Bronze
applications: All volume settings • Live playing • 

entire range of music styles
sound: Bright, clean, full, focused, cutting 

and energetic with full functional and musical 
characteristics

PST 3 
since: 2005

alloy: ms63 Brass
applications: All volume settings • Live playing • 

entire range of music styles
sound: Bright, clean, powerful with fundamental 

functional and musical characteristics

PST 5 
RIDE 

medium Ride 20"
Rock Ride 20"/22"

CRASH 
Thin Crash 14"/16"/18"

Medium Crash 16"/17"/18" 
Rock Crash 16"/18"/19"

Crash/Ride 18" 
HI-HAT 

medium Hats 13"/14" 
Rock Hats 14" 

sPLasH 
Splash 8"/10"

CHINA 
mini china 14" 
China 16"/18" 

SETS 
Essential Set (13/18) 
Essential Set (14/18) 
Effects Pack (10/18) 
Rock set (14/16/20) 

Universal set (14/16/20) 

PST 3 
RIDE 

Ride 20" 
CRASH 

crash 14"/16" 
Crash/Ride 18" 

HI-HAT 
Hi-Hat 13"/14" 

SPLASH 
splash 10" 

CHINA 
China 18"

SETS 
Essential Set (13/18) 
Essential Set (14/18) 
Effects Pack (10/18) 

Universal set (14/16/20)

NICkO McbrAIN
# iRoN maiDeN
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rICH MANGICArO (Us)
# GLeNN FRey
whether he is recording with James Page morrison (tV’s “24”, “Nci”), 
Jonathan clark or Brooke Pernice or playing live shows with the 
Bisquera Brothers (with fellow Paiste artist curt Bisquera), Glenn Frey, 
Joe walsh, Venice or John Vester, Rich brings two things; his amazing 
energy and his hybrid percussion kit. with a drum set made of cajons, 
djembes, frame drums, tambourines, a bass drum and Paiste cymbals, 
Rich has enough sounds to color the music he is playing. Rich’s 
history with Paiste goes back for over twenty years and his cymbal 
set up is a testament to his great knowledge of Paiste’s wide palate of 
sounds. Ranging from combo hi hats (RUDe 13" Bottom / signature 
‘Dark energy’ top), 602 Flat Rides, and twenty series splashes 
to Rotosounds and stacked mini chinas, Rich has all sonic bases 
covered and he is ready to play. 
«Paiste makes instruments that blend completely and harmoniously 
with each other. No matter how you mix the various series or sounds, 
they compliment, not only each other, but all the other sounds within 
your setup. They also compliment the music. They're the PERFECT 
instrument for the Hybrid setup. ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE!»

brAD DUTZ (Us)
# L.a. sessioNs
tV, movies, studios and touring keep Brad Dutz very busy as a 
session player in the Los angeles area. His kit consisting of a 23 ½" 
frame drum as a bass drum, bongos, cajon, jingle snare and various 
percussion with his wide assortment of Paiste cymbals make his 
sound possible. Going for the widest possible sound library Brad 
stacks cymbals for trashy effects and uses cup chimes and bells for 
ultra clean sounds. His main ride, the 21" signature ‘Dark energy’ 
Light Dark ride, allows for «regular» ride playing while accenting the 
music with his other cymbals and percussion.
Never one to rest sonically or musically, Brad thrives on bringing new, 
different sounds to gigs and recordings when he is working with alanis 
morrisette, willie Nelson, Rickie Lee Jones, tribal tech or even Kiss. 
His Paiste cymbal set gives him the contrast he needs to deliver a 
top notch performance each and every time. His latest cD «Polarity 
Taskmasters» is a group that includes flute, piano, Theremin and Brad 
on his hybrid kit.

EMEDIN rIvErA (Us)
# N.y. sessioNs
cow bells, tambourine, congas, bass drum, toms and a customized 
snare drum that can be played by hand are only a small part of 
emedin Rivera’s hybrid drum set. as a busy New york city area player, 
emedin explores many sides and sounds of percussion. Playing with 
a diverse list of artists, he needs to have cymbals that can fit many 
different musical situations. To fill his needs, Emedin relies on a wide 
variety of Paiste cymbals. From alpha to Dark energy, his set up is 
easy to play with both his hands and drumsticks. 
Harry Belafonte, Larry coryell, Dave Valentine, maria schneider and 
David Broza are just a few of the artists emedin shares the stage and 
recordings with. His hybrid drum/percussion kit is always changing 
and evolving to fit the needs of the music he is hired to play.
«They compliment my kit by being reliable for having the same great 
sound at every gig, no matter what the genre of music I am playing. I 
am extremely proud as well as honored to be endorsed by Paiste.»

pAiste PErCUSSIONISTShybriD PErCUSSION

andrea alvarez (ar)
# independent

tre balfour (us)
# gladys knight

andrew blanco (us) 
# the color purple - 
musical

lenny castro (us) 
# stevie nicks , lopez 
tonight

pete korpela (us)
# independent

marilyn mazur (dk) 
# marilyn mazur group

leo munoz (mx) 
# lucero

tom roady (us) 
# session great

paulinho da costa (us)
# session great

eric darken (us) 
# nashville studios

eddie drayton (us) 
# independent

randy gloss (us)
# hands ensemble

sue hadjopoulos (us)
# independent

martin verdonk (nl) 
# independent

kalani (us) 
# kalani music

munyungo jackson (us) 
# stevie wonder

c.g. ryche (us)
# independent

daniel sadownick (us) 
# independent

 CHrISTINA TOrrES (US)
# INDEPENDENT

ErIC vELEZ (US)
# MArC ANTHONy
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SyMPHONIC
18" LIGHT
Medium bright, silvery, warm, with a light, airy crash. light attack, very 
responsive, with a beautiful, dark, shimmering fade.

20" MEDIUM LIGHT
Medium bright, full, warm, with a broad, sparkling crash. big attack, swelling 
response, with a long, flowing sustain.

18" MEDIUM
bright, full, warm, brilliant, with a robust, fiery crash. solid attack and response, 
with a medium bright, full and sparkling sustain.

CONCErT/MArCHING
18" MEDIUM
Medium bright, full, sparkling with a strong, brilliant crash. bright attack, with a well balanced blend 
of high and low overtones, and an even, fairly short sustain.

16" | 18" MEDIUM HEAVY
bright, full, brilliant, with robust, fiery crash. silvery attack, with a full spectrum of overtones from 
high to low, and a medium long sustain.

UNIvErSAL
16" | 18" MEDIUM HEAVY
bright, solid, full, brilliant with a strong, bright, sparkling crash. silvery attack, with a well balanced 
spectrum from low overtones to brilliant highs, and a medium long sustain.

ALPHA
16" | 18" | 20" CONCERT/MARCHING
Full-bodied, sparkling attack, with a silvery shimmering response, rounded off 
by a wide and rich sparkling bouquet. Well balanced spectrum from high to 
low, with a strong, meaty mid-range. Medium long sustain. smaller sizes work 
well in outdoor marching situations, while larger sizes are recommended for 
indoor concert applications.

PST 5
14" | 16" | 18" BAND
silvery attack, sensitive response. Well-rounded and clean mix of overtones, resulting in a full-
bodied bouquet with warm brilliance and sparkle. universally applicable indoors and outdoors, 
with sufficient quality and function for more subtle ensemble and concert applications.

PST 3
14" | 16" BAND
Clear, defined attack. Well balanced mix of overtones. 
Medium sustain. Easy to handle and very responsive.

HAND CyMbALS

SIGNATUrE FAMILy series ALPHA & PST series
since: 1994
signature Hand cymbals are the result of years of painstaking research into classical percussion and diverse contemporary hand cymbal performance 
environments. 
signature “symphonic” models were created for classical symphonic music, using critical input from top international symphonic percussionists.
signature “concert/marching” models offer wider versatility for contemporary applications with a more traditional sound.
signature “Universal” models were developed for contemporary applications demanding energy and versatility in ensemble, concert, marching, and 
Drum corps applications. signature cymbals are entirely made by hand in switzerland using traditional methods that have remained unchanged in 
over half a century.

since: 2008
alpha “concert/marching” models were designed for universal application, ranging from indoor ensemble and concert to outdoor marching and 
Drum corps. made entirely by hand in switzerland, they deliver warmth, brilliance and richness in sound, and professional quality for a comparatively 
modest investment.
Pst 5 and Pst 3 “Band” are designed for universal contemporary concert, band and marching applications. they feature Paiste quality and 
consistency with proper sound and function, yet are affordable enough to fit any budget.
Pst or “Paiste sound technology” cymbals are crafted utilizing the transfer of extensive swiss-based know-how and the essence of hand 
manufacturing principles into our modern, hi-tech production.

«If you need the best hand cymbals on the planet, 
then use the best cymbals on the planet! Paiste Hand 
Cymbals are truly the best there is. They make me 
sound good! For Movie and TV sessions, R&B, Hip- 
Hop. Jazz, Classical, or Pop sessions, to live playing 
in every genre there is, Paiste cymbals are there 
for me. I will go nowhere with out my Paiste Hand 
Cymbals. Take a pair to lunch, you'll be glad you did!»
emiL RicHaRDs (Us) # L.a. FiLm sessioN GReat

«The 20" Symphonic Medium Light hand cymbals are very full 
particularly when playing forte to fortissimo but they’re also nice for 
very light playing. For the type of playing that I mostly do, which  
is in the studio, we have more than one pair of cymbals being  
used at various times and both the 18" Light and 20" Medium  
Lights work well together. All in all, I find these cymbals very  
easy to play and they are a wonderful addition to the arsenal  
of cymbals that you need for session work.»  
sHawN PRestoN (Us) # U.s. maRiNe DRUm  
aND BUGLe coRPs

«In my percussion program at Kutztown 
University, the family of Paiste Hand 
Cymbals meet all of our musical 
expectations and because the instruments 
are so artfully crafted the response is 
absolutely reliable. From the bright and 
articulate characteristics of the Alpha 
series, to the warmth and rich character 
of the Symphonic series there is a pair of 
Paiste cymbals for our every need. Paiste 
cymbals perform, everything else is just 
playing.»
DR. FRaNK KUmoR (Us) # eDUcatoR

«I found the 18"Symphonic Lights to be very full and 
even at all dynamic levels. I was surprised at how full they 
sounded considering how light and easy they were to play. 
The big shock was when I listened back to the recording 
of them. They were even smoother than I thought and 
extremely full sounding. I think this is a wonderful set 
of cymbals to have as your main “go to” set of piatti 
for general use. And I think they would be a great pair 
of cymbals for younger players who have a hard time 
handling piatti.»
m.B. GoRDy (Us) # L.a. stUDios
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SyMPHONIC 
GoNGs
symphonic Gongs feature a harmonic and 
universal sound structure. the fundamental note 
of the gong is balanced with the instrument’s 
complex overtones. a good starting point for a 
gong collection, the symphonic contains even 
proportions of various gong characteristics, 
which can be brought forth using different 
mallets and striking points.

available in: 20" | 22" | 24" | 26" | 28" | 30"  
| 32" | 34" | 36" | 38" | 40" | 50" | 60" | 60" 
Mikrophonie | 80"

PLANET GoNGs
Planet Gongs resemble symphonic Gongs in character, but feature a 
strong fundamental note tuned to represent a natural harmonic series 
based on the orbital properties of the sun, the earth, the moon and 
the other planets. Planet Gongs resonate harmonically with the cycles 
of the solar system, communicating to us what has been known since 
antiquity as the «music of the spheres».

available as: 38" C#2 Earth | 38" B1 Sun | 36" C2# Pluto | 32" C#2 
Mercury | 32" D2 Mars | 32" D2 Saturn | 30" F2 Platonic Year | 28" F#2 
Jupiter | 28" G2 Sidereal Day | 24" A2 Venus | 24" G#2 Uranus | 24" 
G#2 Neptune | 24" G#2 sydonic year | 24" a#2 sidereal moon | 32" 
D#2 Chiron | 32" E2 Niburu | 38" C2 Sedna

SOUND CrEATION 
GoNGs
each sound creation Gong has its own extraordinary and 
particular sound character. their impressive, charismatic 
sound embodies a wealth of exemplary emotional 
sensations and feelings. Due to their varied sound colors 
and voices, these instruments also offer a wide range of 
harmonics and frequencies.

available as: 26" No.3 Earth | 32" No.3A Earth | 38" No.3B 
Earth | 60" No.3C Earth | 11" No.8 Chakra Head | 14" No.9 
chakra chest | 16" No.10 chakra abdomen

ACCENT GoNGs
accent Gongs are special gongs with an aggressive, foaming, and 
lively sound character. a multitude of sounds may be achieved with 
various playing techniques.

available in: 7" | 10" | 13" | 22"

DECO GoNGs
essentially, the Deco is a miniature symphonic Gong. the instrument 
produces a fascinating and wonderfully exotic sound. true gongs with 
complex harmonics, they make a unique and decorative addition to your 
personal or musical environment.

available in: 7" | 10" | 13" (also as set incl. wall Hanger or Floor stand)

JoHN BoNHam (UK) # LeD ZePPeLiN DaNNy caRey (Us) # tooL NicKo mcBRaiN (UK) # iRoN maiDeN stewaRt coPeLaND (Us) # tHe PoLice

pAiste GONGS

GONGS in rock Music
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CArL PALMEr a RocK 
LeGeND's HistoRy 
witH Paiste GoNGs
Carl Palmer is credited as one of the most respected and influential 
rock drummers in rock history. In the spring of 1970, he received 
a phone call that changed his life forever. keyboard virtuoso keith 
Emerson was forming a new band with king Crimson founder 
Greg Lake, and a couple of months later, ELP worked on their first 
album. Their stage show quickly became the stuff of legend, and 
part of it was Carls stunning drum solo, in which he included two 
large Paiste Symphonic Gongs.

DO yOU rEMEMbEr THE FIrST TIME, WHEN yOU HIT A PAISTE 
GONG?
yes, I think the first time was in 1971. It was a very big gong, like 
50", which I still have apparently, somewhere in our storage. We 
don’t use it anymore, because it’s too big for today.

HOW DID yOU ExPErIENCE THIS INSTrUMENT?
I’d always been a lover of gongs. My first experience was at the 
Paiste factory with a proper full size Symphonic Gong. I went on 
from there, it became one of my trademarks, and it still is. So I 
have two gongs at the back of me. I now play smaller gongs mainly 
because the sound is improved so much from the early days. 

HAvE yOU ALSO PLAyED OTHEr GONGS IN ADDITION TO THE 
SyMPHONIC?
I have had very small gongs as well over the period, which I have 
used on a Percussion Concerto, that I recorded with the London 
Symphony orchestra in 1976. I also had a collection of eight gongs, 
an octave of gongs tuned from a middle C, which I recorded with 
on this Percussion Concerto also. 

MANy PICTUrES OF THE OLD ELP DAyS SHOW yOU WITH TWO 
LARGE GonGS.
yes, I used to paint the gongs with a picture. My riser used to 
revolve, and the people would see the back of the gongs with the 
picture with a strobe light flashing on this picture. one of the big 
gongs cracked, it was the only gong cracked in 40 years. We made 
an auction and I gave the money to a children’s cancer trust here 
in London. Since then I played the 28" and 32" gongs. They are just 
superb. As long as the world exists I don’t think that there will be 
any competition with Paiste gongs. They are the purest and the 
very best, just untouchable.

IN WHICH WAy DO yOU USE THE GONGS ON STAGE?
I use two gongs with a mallet. It was always a main feature of my 
drum solo. I play the bass drums pick up the two gong beaters and 
I start banging each of the gongs. That still happens with Asia. It’s 
my trademark. A lot of people started off with two bass drums and I 
started off my successful time of my life with two Paiste gongs. 

DID yOU EvEr THINk OF STrIkING THEM WITH DrUM STICkS 
Or DIFFErENT kIND OF bEATErS?
yes! When I play my drum solo, I play like a cymbal solo, and I 
play the cymbals and gongs with sticks. I was aware of all those 
contemporary composers, that used gongs, where they hit 
the small gongs and load it into a bucket of water and got this 
incredible sort of sounds. I used gongs mainly for recording some 
of the biggest albums of ELP, such as «Tarkus» obviously featured 
gongs within the arrangement. I’ve introduced it where ever it 
makes musical sense. 
 
WHAT MAkES THE MAGIC IN THE SOUND OF A GONG?
The sound of a gong, that I directly link to the company Paiste, 
has an ongoing clear, definite, sonic sound, a note almost. When 
it starts to diminish in level, the purity of the sound continues. 
And it never dies off quickly, but very, very slow. Most other gongs 
drop in pitch immediately you hit them, and they are just rumbling 
away down the bottom end. Also, the initial strike with a Paiste 
gong is always felt. Paiste gongs are incredibly responsive and the 
frequency band is long lasting.

jOHN DOUGLAS
Re-DeFiNiNG tHe 
RoLe oF tHe DRUm 
tecH, oNe BRUsH 
stRoKe at a time
As one of music’s foremost drum technicians, John Douglas 
balances his time between two of his favorite drummers: ZZ 
Top’s Frank Beard and Alex van Halen. John’s reputation both 
as a tech and visual artist is worldwide renown. He has built and 
painted drums for Frank, Alex, Bon Jovi’s Tico Torres, Mana’s Alex 
Gonzalez, Gun’s n’ Roses Steven Adler and many more. John met 
Frank Beard while playing drums with a few original bands in his 
Texas hometown. Beard liked John’s custom drum finish and asked 
if he could paint a drum for him. unknowingly, this chance meeting 
changed John Douglas’s life. 

In 1994, Frank Beard approached John to become his tech. until 
that time, he never considered a job as a drum tech and had 
very little knowledge what it entailed. By then, the two had an 
established friendship so it was comfortable for him to learn the 
ropes. Being both a professional drummer and craftsman, John 
adjusted quickly. ZZ Top’s original trio lineup has been intact for 
over 40 years. The onLy time they performed not as the original 

was in Europe when Frank had an emergency appendectomy. John 
Douglas was the one to fill in those shows. 

John enjoys a creative collaboration with Erik and kelly Paiste. For 
ZZ Top’s 40th anniversary, John created a logo that was imprinted 
on a set of cymbals for Frank. The same logo was used on a gong 
that Paiste presented as a surprise to Frank while on tour. Paiste 
metal artist nicko McBrain also used John’s artistic talent to paint 
his 50" Symphonic Gong. The artwork used on the gong ties in with 
the stage look, and may be seen on the 2011 Iron Maiden World 
Tour.

In late 2009, John designed the logo for the Paiste’s 2002 «Reverend 
Al’s Big Ride». After completing 40 or 50 different drawings of the 
Reverend character, the one that ultimately ended up on the cymbal 
was a bit edgy. Both Alex and his brother Eddie loved it. It was sent 
to Erik Paiste who gave it the green light, thus not only making Alex 
happy but showing Paiste’s willingness to respect artistic creativity. 
Alex van Halen is very supportive of John’s creative side and enjoys 
experimenting with wild setups. Currently they are in the studio 
working on the next van Halen release and are devising what is 
sure to be another stunning kit for the upcoming tour.

The most recent John Douglas design is the logo for Paiste’s new 
John JR Robinson, Twenty Masters Collection Deep Ride. Like 
the artist himself, this logo features a fun and stylish sketch. The 
image is of a record with JR’s initials. Spinning out of the vinyl is 
a rhythmic figure from a classic JR intro performed on a Michael 
Jackson hit.

Story
by Rich Mangicaro

Interview  
by Christian Wenzel

«There's only one person that understands the art form of what 
cymbals and drums are all about. That's John Douglas. After Kelly 
Paiste introduced us, John captured my vision of the signature Deep 
Ride making it come to life. He is truly the best!»
JoHN «JR» RoBiNsoN

«The man produced a miracle in two weeks!»
NicKo mcBRaiN

aLex VaN HaLeN's iNsPiRatioN RiDe
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mike blake (us)
# instructor - univ. north 
dakota

ndugu chancler (us) 
# instructor of jazz 
studies - univ. so cal

jeff rich (uk) 
# private instructor

ian froman (us) 
# drum instructor - the 
collective

jason gianni (us)
# drum instructor - the 
collective

donny gruendler (us) 
# prof. - musicians 
institute

craig blundell (uk) 
# private instructor

herman jackson (us) 
# professor - southern 
university

matt johnson (us)
# drum set studies - 
fullerton college

james hester (uk)
# head of drums bimm, 
bristol

hermann kock (de) 
# musikhochschulen 
frankfurt & mainz

frank kumor (us) 
# professor - university 
of kutztown

christian leonhardt (de)
# private instructor

tony liotta (de) 
# tony liotta drumschool

serge lysak (us) 
# private instructor - the 
drum lab

jay majernik (us) 
# educator/performer 
dallas tx

neil martin (uk)
# institute of cont. music 
performance london

anthony michelli (ca) 
# prof. of drum studies - 
toronto university

jeff moore (us) 
# professor - university 
of central florida

venko poromanski (bg) 
# private instructor

jerry steinholz (us)
# music teacher - los 
angeles unified school d.

juan van emmerloot (nl) 
# private instructor - 
drummingsecrets.com

lynn vartan (us) 
# director of percussion - 
southern utah university

mark walker (us) 
# professor - berklee 
college of music

morris palter (us)
# prof. of perc. studies - 
univ. of fairbanks alaska

matthias philipzen (de) 
# musikhochschule 
würzburg

kim plainfield (us) 
# drum instructor - the 
collective

dave salinas (us)
# instructor - musicians 
institute

stefan schütz (de)
# drum department 
stuttgart

alan shinn (us) 
# professor - texas tech 
university

tony «thunder» smith (us) 
# assoc. prof. of perc. - 
berklee college of music

david stanoch (us) 
# perc. faculty - mcnally 
smith college of music

charlie waymire (us)
# instructor - musicians 
institute

paul wertico (us) 
# dirctor of jazz studies - 
roosevelt university

 MArIA MArTINEZ (US)
# PrIvATE INSTrUCTOr

ED rOSCETTI (US)
# WOrLD bEAT rHyTHMS

This gallery is merely representative of a select segment of Paiste’s family of Artists who inspire 
music students worldwide. There are simply too many to include, and our humble apologies go out to 
all who are not mentioned here. These individuals share their experiential knowledge about making 
music with drums and percussion, and they bring a deep knowledge of SounD into the realm of 
Music Education. Their acute understanding of learning the Percussive Arts, and what makes them 
unique educators, flows from remaining eternal students themselves. The benefits of their active 
involvement in our Sound Development process cannot be overestimated for this reason: they know 
about music, drummers, the instruments, and are eager to freely share it.

pAiste EDUCATOrS
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Visit www.paiste.com or connect with other Paiste fans and artist on our official 
social media platforms - join The Paiste Nation. 
• Latest Product & Artist News
• Detailed Product Information (Soundfiles, Texture Zoom, Descriptions)
• Compare Cymbal Sounds in the «Soundroom»
• Generate and print your own Paiste Brochure in «My Own Catalog»
• Check out the Paiste Artist Family (Photos, Set-ups, Bios, Videos)
• Subscribe to the new Paiste Newsletter
• … and more

UP & comiNG aRtists Name 
tHeiR tHRee FaV tRacKs RecoRDeD 
By otHeR Paiste aRtists

on the WeB & aPP
GET ALL LATEST NEWS ABOUT CYMBALS, ARTISTS AND MORE

LOGO GEAR
oNLiNe stoRe

JOin

CHAD bUTLEr (US) # SWITCHFOOT
Death cab for cutie # Jason mcGerr - «i will Possess your Heart»
«A smart 8 minute odyssey where Jason demonstrates the subtleties of hi-hat volume and feel.» 
mario calire # ozomatli - «saturday Night» 
«Watching Mario live is a lesson in musical freedom, a solid grooving blend of flavors.» 
Nathan Followill # King of Leon - «Radioactive»
«Nathan's a really creative drummer, from sticking the rim to whipping that ride into shape he 
plays (and sings) with style.»

TObIAS DANNE (DE)# INDEPENDENT
the Police # stewart copeland - «every Breath you take»
Beatsteaks # thomas Götz - «milk and Honey»
ac/Dc # Phil Rudd - «Hells Bells»

SIMON DrING (Uk) # OLI brOWN bAND
Vanessa carlton # abe Laboriel Jr. - «a thousand miles»
«Beautiful drumming. I love the way Abe plays this song - such flow and groove.»
michael Jackson # John Robinson - «Don't stop till you Get enough» 
«John's relentless groove is definitely part of the reason this song still fills dance floors worldwide.»
the Police # stewart copeland - «Hole in my Life»
«Stewart Copeland over the barline fills, clattering toms and quirky groove - one of my  
favourite Police tracks.»

ErNESTO MArTINEZ (Mx) # ErIk rUbIN
taylor mesple # abe Laboriel Jr. - «answer your own Question» 
«There's not a whole lot of people that can groove as hard as Abe. Oh, and yes, it took him less than 
5 minutes to record this. Top that!»
the Police # stewart copeland - «wrapped around your Finger»
«Stewart's finesse and drive are just mind boggling. This song is a never-ending flow of good taste.»
Performance & technique DVD # Bobby Jarzombek - «Peppered cancer»
«On this song, he delivers non-stop, in-your-face, fast, powerful and impossible drumming.»

PAUL STANLEy MCkENZIE (Uk) # GOrILLAZ SOUND SySTEM
John mayer # steve Jordan - «every Day i Have the Blues»
«This is how you play blues in the 21st Century!»
michael Jackson # John Robinson - «Rock with you»
«A moment I will never forget is walking into a bar in Hollywood with JR as they played this 
record. He looked at me. I paullooked at him. He smiled. JR is the man - period.»
yellow Jackets # Ricky Lawson - «sittin' in it» 
«Music that makes you smile. Perfect fusion of live and electronic instrumentation.»

DErrICk WrIGHT (US) # ADELE
John mayer # steve Jordan - «Daughters»
«His groove is so deep on this tune and the way he plays the “spacing” of this tune is just amazing.»
2003 modern Drummer DVD # Nathaniel townsley
«His cymbal sound is a dead giveaway that he was playing Signatures and the tone he was getting 
out of the cymbals without overplaying them is a lesson on how a cymbal should be played.»
the Police # stewart copeland - «message in a Bottle» 
«I really look up to Stewart as a drummer. Stewart’s sound is very classic and his unique approach 
and groove to the kit is like no other.» 

INFErNO (PL) # bEHEMOTH
iron maiden # Nicko mcBrain - «caught somewhere in time»
slayer # Dave Lombardo - «mandatory suicide»
King Diamond # mikkey Dee - «amon Belongs to them»
«Some of the first bands and drummers I started my adventure in Metal music with.»

ON TrACk

PAISTE CYMBAL CATALOG

Thin Crash
16" 17" 18" 
SKU:
CY0004301216, CY0004301217, CY0004301218

Weight: thin
Volume: soft to medium
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: fast, lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Dark, transparent, warm. Loose frequency range, very complex mix. Very sensitive, soft
response and feel. Suitable for light ride playing in larger sizes.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Medium Light Hi-Hat
14"
SKU:
CY0004303714

Weight: medium thin top / heavy bottom
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: soft, pronounced
Intensity: fairly lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: warm, meaty

Sound Character: 
Dark, dry, woody. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Soft, responsive feel. Full, warm, open
sound. Loose, soggy chick sound. Perfectly suited for traditional swing patterns, but also
well usable for other acoustic styles like Blues, Country, Soul or Gospel.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Medium Light Swish
20" 22" 
SKU:
CY0004302520, CY0004302522

Weight: thin
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: balanced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: separated

Sound Character: 
Very dark, warm, delicate. Wide range of complex frequencies. The feel is soft, giving and
inviting for a smooth, sizzly ride or a slow, swelling crash. Very controllable.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

march 14, 2011 - www.paiste.com - page 3

MY OWN CATALOG
in english, Deutsch, Português



CyMbAL APPLICATION GUIDE 2011 Our cymbal application guide is a classification system that serves as a guideline in selecting a particular Paiste cymbal for any specific style of music that 
drummers or percussionists play. whether you play Hard Rock or Jazz, our guide will help you select the ideal Paiste cymbal for you. this system serves as a 
guide to advise you on selecting cymbals based on your preference of music and it should not be considered a hard rule for your cymbal selection process.

SIGnATuRE «TRADITIonALS»

RIDE
 Light Ride 20"/22"

CRASH
 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"

HI-HAT
 Medium Light Hi-Hat 14"

CHINA
 Medium Light Swish 20"/22"

SIGnATuRE «DARk EnERGy»

RIDE
 Light Dark Ride Mk I 21"
 Dark Energy Ride Mk I 20"/21"/22"
 Dark Energy Ride Mk II 20"/21"/22"

CRASH
 Dark Energy Crash Mk I   
 16"/17"/18"/19"

HI-HAT
 Light Dark Hats Mk I 14"
 Dark Energy Hats Mk I 13"/14"

SPLASH
 Dark Energy Splash Mk I 8"/10"

FOrMULA 602

RIDE
 Medium Ride 20"
 Medium Flatride 20"

CRASH
 Thin Crash 16"/18"

HI-HAT
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

TWENTy MASTErS COLLECTION

RIDE
 Medium Ride 20"/21"
 Dark Ride 20"/22"
 Dark Crash Ride 20"
 Dark Crisp Ride 20"/22"
 Dark Dry Ride 20"/21"
 Sweet Ride 20"
 Deep Ride 24"

TWENTy CUSTOM COLLECTION

RIDE
	Full Ride 20"/22"
 Metal Ride 20"/22"

CRASH
	Full Crash 16"/18"/20"
 Metal Crash 18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT
	Full Hats 14"
 Metal Hats 14"/15"

SPLASH
 Thin Splash 10"
 Metal Splash 10"

CHINA
	Thin China 18"
 Metal China 18"

SIGNATUrE

RIDE
 Dry Crisp Ride 20"
 Full Ride 20"
 Dry Heavy Ride 21"
 Blue Bell Ride 22"

CRASH
 Mellow Crash 16"/18"
 Fast Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"
 Full Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Power Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT
	Medium Hi-Hat 14"
 Dark Crisp Hi-Hat 13"/14"
 Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 13"/14"

SPLASH
 Splash 6"/8"/10"/12"

CHINA
 Thin China 16"/18"
 Heavy China 18"

SPECIAL SOUNDS
 Flanger Bell 12"
 Mega Cup Chime 13"
	Cool Bell 8"

SIGnATuRE «REFLECToR»

RIDE
 Refl. Bell Ride 20"/22"

CRASH
 Refl. Full Crash 16"/18"
 Refl. Heavy Full Crash   
 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"/22"

HI-HAT
 Refl. Heavy Full Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASH 
 Refl. Splash 8"/10"

2002

RIDE
	Ride 20"/22"/24"
	Heavy Ride 20"/22"
	Power Ride 20"/22"

CRASH
	Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"
	Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/
 20"/22"/24"
	Medium 16"/18"/20"
	Power Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
	Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT
	Medium Hi-Hat 14"/15"
	Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
	Wild Hats 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 13"/14"/15"

SPLASH
	Splash 8"/10"/11"/12"
 Wild Splash 10"

CHINA
	China Type 16"/18"/20"
	novo China Type 18"/20"
	Wild China 15"/17"/19"

SPECIAL SOUNDS
	Accent Cymbal 4"/6"/8"
	Cup Chime 5"/5.5"/6"/6.5"/
 7"/7.5"/8"
	Bell Chime 6"

GIANT bEAT

MULTI
	Giant Beat 18"/20"/24"

HI-HAT
	Hi-Hat 14"/15"

rUDE

RIDE
	Ride/Crash 20"
	Power Ride 20"
	Mega Power Ride 24"

CRASH
	Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
	Crash/Ride 16"/17"/18"/19"
	Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT
	Hi-Hat 14"
	Wild Hats 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASH 
	Splash 10"

CHINA
	China 18"/20"
	novo China 18"/20"

ALPHA «BRILLIAnT»

RIDE
	Full Ride 20"
	Groove Ride 21"
	Rock Ride 20"/22"/24"
	Metal Ride 20"

CRASH
	Thin Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"
	Medium Crash 14"/16"/18"
	Rock Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
	 Metal Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT
	Medium Hats 13"/14"
	Rock Hats 14"/15"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
	Metal Edge Hats 14"

SPLASH
	Thin Splash 8"/10"
	Metal Splash 10"/12"

CHINA
	China 14"/16"/18"
	Rock China 18"

PST 5

RIDE 
	Medium Ride 20"
	Rock Ride 20"/22"

CRASH
	Thin Crash 14"/16"/18"
	Medium Crash 16"/17"/18"
	Rock Crash 16"/18"/19"
	Crash/Ride 18"

HI-HAT
	Medium Hats 13"/14"
	Rock Hats 14"

SPLASH
	Splash 8"/10"

CHINA
	Mini China 14"
	China 16"/18"

SETS
Essential Set (13/18)
Essential Set (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
Rock Set (14/16/20)
universal Set (14/16/20)

PST 3

RIDE
	Ride 20"

CRASH
	Crash 14"/16"
	Crash/Ride 18"

HI-HAT
	Hi-Hat 13"/14"

SPLASH
	Splash 10"

CHINA
	China 18"

SETS
Essential Set (13/18)
Essential Set (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
universal Set (14/16/20)

  ACOUSTIC
 LOW vOLUME

volume Level: soft to medium low
Instrumentation: traditional acoustic 
instruments
Rhythmic Articulation: subtle, sparse, 
limited to general accents
Music Styles: Folk, traditional Blues,  
early Jazz, ethnic & Native cultural styles 

  TrADITIONAL
 MEDIUM vOLUME

volume Level: soft to medium
Instrumentation: mostly acoustic 
instruments, prominent wind & brass 
instrumentation
Rhythmic Articulation: refined articulation, 
advanced syncopated rhythms
Music Styles: Big Band, swing, Bebop, 
Blues, traditional Latin styles

 MODErN AMPLIFIED
 MEDIUM vOLUME

volume Level: soft to medium loud
Instrumentation: coexisting acoustic and 
electric instruments, prominent wind & brass 
instrumentation, expanded vocals
Rhythmic Articulation: expressive 
articulation, entire range from simple to 
complex rhythms
Music Styles: early Rock&Roll, Fusion, 
Jazz-Rock, soul, R&B, traditional country, 
modern Latin, Reggae, Pop

  MODErN AMPLIFIED
 HIGHEr vOLUME

volume Level: medium to loud
Instrumentation: mostly electric 
instruments, wind & brass instruments, 
prominent vocals
Rhythmic Articulation: expressive 
articulation, entire range from simple to 
complex rhythms
Music Styles: Rock, Funk, modern country, 
alternative, Latin-oriented Rock styles,  
Pop-Rock, wave, Gothic

  MODErN AMPLIFIED
 ExTrEME vOLUME

volume Level: loud to very loud
Instrumentation: dominated by electric 
guitars, prominent vocals, includes 
keyboards & synthesizers
Rhythmic Articulation: powerful, energetic 
rhythms and accents
Music Styles: Hard Rock, metal, Punk, 
Grunge, Heavy Rock, metalcore, crossover, 
Prog-Rock

  MODErN AMPLIFIED
 ELECTrONIC

volume Level: medium to very loud
Instrumentation: dominated by 
synthesizers and sampling, electronic 
percussion
Rhythmic Articulation: repetitive rhythms, 
complex, layered figures
Music Styles: Drum&Bass, techno, trance, 
House, Dance
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